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ABSTRACT 
 
With the ever growing disenfranchisement of musicians and artist in the in ability of 
government entities to enforce stricter and favourable music quota which aim to 
increase the consumption of local music by increasing the current music quota as it 
stands from 25% to at least 60% for commercial radio, with more and more 
musicians calling for an increase in the current quota. In an open letter to the then 
Minister of Arts and Culture, Mr Pallo Jordan from the South African Music Quota 
Committee (SAMQC) (Oct 2007) they voiced their concerns: 
 
“The SA content quota of 25% for commercial radio is not only too low, it is 
also often meaningless, because The Independent Communications Authority 
of South Africa (ICASA) allows stations to include gig guides, interviews and 
promotions as part of their local quota. 
 
You state, and we agree, that “cultural industries are serious business”. The 
structures protecting the national interest in iron, minerals, fishing, sport and 
many other areas are strongly enforced and defended here in South Africa. 
Why not our music?” 
 
More initiatives such as the “Play Local of Die” campaign whose aim is to urge 
commercial broadcasters to increase their local content with regards to commercial 
radios stations playlist was launched by South African Hip Hop artist commonly 
known as JR (Real Name: JR Bogopa) to further exhibit the South African musicians 
plight in how pivotal it is to their careers and overall financial well-being that the 
current quota be raised significantly.  
 
The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of local content quota on 
domestic radio broadcasters in South Africa. The population for this study included 
100 radio station which broadcast in the republic of South Africa. The response rate 
for the e-mail questionnaire was 100% of the 100 respondents. A Likert-type scale 
instrument consisted of 39 questions divided into two sections: Section one looked at 
the demographic profile of the respondents and section two focused on getting 
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responses on the factors impacting local content quotaand domestic broadcasters, 
namely local content quota, implications for domestic broadcasters, revenue 
streams, impact on local musicians, governments role in local content quota, 
success factors, globalisation and piracy.  
 
In order to realise the purpose of this study, the following research design was used: 
 
Step 1  A literature review was conducted to determine the various factors  
  impacting local artists, local broadcasters and local content quota. 
Step 2  A questionnaire was composed according to the principles and  
  guidelines in steps 1. 
Step 3 Empirical data was obtained with the aid of an e-mail survey.  
Step 4 The results of the data were analysed and interpreted.  
Step 5  The empirical results were integrated with Step 3.  
Step 6  Conclusions and recommendations were completed.  
 
The main findings from the study were: 
 
 The study revealed that the radio industry is not unanimous in the call from 
artists for government to increase the local content quota and thus prefer that 
the current status quo continue.  
 
 That local content quota are not the only way to curb the South African music 
industry‟s woes, artists should seek to maximise their revenue by exploiting 
the infinite avenues for revenue that globalisation avails.  
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CHAPTER 1:  PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND AND MAIN PROBLEM 
 
According to The Broadcasting Amendment Act (64/2002) with regard to the 
Imposition of Sound Broadcasting License Conditions regarding South African 
Music, every holder of a public sound broadcasting license to which these 
regulations apply must ensure that after eighteen months of these regulations 
coming into effect, a minimum of 40% of the musical works broadcast in the 
performance period consist of South African music and that such South African 
music is spread evenly throughout the said period. The Authority may after 
consultation with a public broadcasting licensee reduce this requirement for 
commercial reasons, for a maximum of three sound broadcasting services, to a 
minimum of 25% South African music of the musical works broadcast in the 
performance period and that such South African music is spread reasonably 
throughout the said period.” 
 
The South African Music Quota Coalition (2007: p.1) goes on to highlight and 
emphasises that the 25% quota for commercial broadcasters is futile as The 
Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) tolerates radio 
stations including gig guides, interviews and promotions to form part of their local 
quota. 
 
Crtc.gc.ca (2012)states that there are mainly two reasons that are implored to 
support the bid of quota to the broadcast of music, these two reasons can be 
grouped under two universal headings of culture and commerce. He further purports 
that a typical argument in favour of quota is that; by guaranteeing a window for local 
music to be heard and hopefully consumed, the business of the creator, artist, label, 
publisher and distributor, among others, would benefit leading to increased 
investment in the artist and/or investment in other artists that may either be already 
part of the business or that may be signed in the future. 
Having considered the argument that stems from musicians considering content 
quota, in support of radio stations and the challenges that they are likely to face 
should an increase in local content quota be imminent Wilkie (2012: p.2) states that 
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broadcasters become restricted in choosing the airplay mix they prefer and that the 
aim of the airplay mix is to create a distinct competitive advantage to other radio 
stations. This airplay mix is designed to exploit the perception of the benefit of their 
listener in order to maximise listenership and to sell airtime to potential advertisers.  
 
Perona (2010: p.20) further states that radio station revenue that spans from 
advertisement is proportionate to the audience reached; to expand on the idea the 
implications are that each advertiser has a unit demand that the return on 
advertisement is proportional to the number of persons reached.  
 
The above opinions directed the researcher to the main problem of this study, 
namely: 
 
The impactofanincreaseofthelocalcontentquotaonradiobroadcasters 
 
1.2 SUB-PROBLEMS 
 
In order to gauge the effectiveness of the increase to local content quota described 
in the main problem, the following sub-problems were identified: 
 
-  Sub-problem 1 
Have local content quota worked successfully in other countries and has the 
impact been negative or positive in achieving the intended cultural promotion 
globally? 
 
-  Sub-Problem 2 
What implications does instilling local content quota have on domestic 
broadcasters? 
 
 
-  Sub-Problem 3 
Will globalisation and the internet decrease the intended efficiency of the local 
content quota in promoting the consumption of local music in South Africa? 
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-  Sub-Problem 4 
Will domestic radio stations lose advertising revenue due to the increase in 
the local content quota imposed on them?  
 
-  Sub-Problem 5 
Will the increase in local content quota alter the face of domestic radio in 
South Africa? 
 
1.3 DEMARCATION OF THE RESEARCH 
 
Demarcating the research serves the purpose of making the research topic more 
manageable from a research point of view. The omission of certain topics does not 
imply that there is no need to research them. 
 
1.3.1 Radio Stations 
 
The focus of the study was limited to South African radio stations with registered 
broadcasting licenses awarded to them by ICASA. The radio stations must adhere to 
the current regulations stipulated within their broadcasting licenses to have a 
minimum of 25% of local music broadcasted on their radio stations. 
 
1.3.2 Size of the radio stations 
 
The research was limited to commercial and community radio stations that rely on 
advertisements as a means to attain a profit in the successful running of their radio 
stations. The size varies with regard to listenership as listenership is the driving force 
behind the ability of the station to amass capital in meeting their monthly expenses; 
this excludes those who receive any form of subsidising from the government.  The 
selected stations are not limited by broadcast footprint within South Africa; the study 
took into account those that broadcast solely within South Africa.  
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1.3.3 Scope of the study 
 
The research was limited to examining the five factors impacting radio stations with 
regard to an increase of local content quota, namely: advertising revenue, airplay 
diversity, defending the culture and economic activity, building local music sales and 
promoting the health of local industry. 
 
1.3.4 Basis for the evaluation 
 
The researcher intended to develop a model of the impact of an increase of local 
content quota to domestic radio broadcasters based on information from the current 
literature and integrating it with research findings. 
 
1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 
 
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the impact of an increase in 
current local content quota to domestic radio broadcasters. More specifically, the 
objectives were to: 
 
- Determine whether local content quota worked successfully in other countries 
and has the impact been negative or positive in achieving the intended cultural 
promotion globally; 
- Determine how international recording companies with South African 
subsidiaries will be affected by the increase in local quota in the marketing and 
promotion of their international catalogue on domestic radio; 
- Determine whether globalisation and the internet will decrease the intended 
efficiency of the local content quota in promoting the consumption of local music 
in South Africa; 
- Determine whether domestic radio stations lose advertising revenue due to the 
increase in the local content quota imposed on them; 
- Determine whether the increase in local content quota will alter the face of 
domestic radio in South Africa; 
- Formulate a comprehensive model that considers both pillars of the argument in 
the implementation of local content quota and the impact on domestic radio. 
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1.5 RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
In this section the broad research methodology used in the study is described. The 
following process was implemented to solve the main and sub-problems: 
 
Step 1  A literature review was conducted to determine the impact of an 
  increase of the current local content quota on domestic radio  
  broadcasters. 
Step 2  From the literature review, a process model was adopted to assist the 
  researcher in structuring the research questionnaire.  
Step 3  A questionnaire was constructed according to the principles and  
  guidelines in steps 2 and step 3.  
Step 4  Empirical data was obtained by means of an e-mail survey. 
Step 5  The results of the survey were analysed and interpreted. 
Step 6  The empirical results integrated with step 3. 
Step 7  Conclusions and recommendations were done. 
 
1.6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
1.6.1 Research paradigm 
 
A qualitative approach was followed, because of the nature of the problems inhibiting 
the increase in the local music quota for national broadcasters. It was mainly 
interpretivistic and therefore characterized by a concern to understand the 
phenomenon as it is. This entails the investigation of the phenomenon (1) at a level 
of subjective experience by the participant rather than the observer of action and (2) 
by seeking explanations in the individual consciousness and frame of reference of 
the participant rather than the observer of action. 
 
1.6.2 The sample 
 
Purposive sampling was used on a sample of a mixture of 100 commercial and 
community radio stations that rely on advertising revenue in order to make a profit 
and cover operational costs. Confidentiality was ensured by excluding a field for 
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radio station names in the questionnaire that sought to understand the complexity in 
the issues that seek to be measured with regard to the topic of local music quota. 
Individual interviews with station managers were conducted with these respondents. 
 
1.6.3 Measuring instrument or data collection tools 
 
Using a Likert-type scale an interview probe was developed to guide probes in the 
following areas: 
 
Do local content quota work successfully in other countries and has the impact been 
negative or positive in achieving the intended cultural promotion globally. 
 
The ability and practicality of commercial broadcasters in achieving/ not achieving an 
increase in the current local music content quota for commercial broadcasters and 
record companies. 
 
The role of national heritage and culture in achieving/ not achieving an increase in 
the current local music content quota for commercial broadcasters and record 
companies: 
 
The role of technology hindrances in achieving/ not achieving an increase in the 
current local music content quota for commercial broadcasters and record 
companies. 
 
1.7 STRUCTURE OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY 
 
- Chapter 2  The impact of an increase of the local music content on 
   domestic radio broadcasters. 
- Chapter 3   Research methodology and analysis of respondents. 
- Chapter 4   Analysis and interpretation of research results. 
- Chapter 5   Summary, conclusions and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE IMPACT OF ANINCREASE OF THE LOCAL CONTENT 
   QUOTA ONDOMESTIC RADIO BROADCASTERS? 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The study commences with a review of the need for local content quota increases 
and concludes that there are economic and cultural factors that impact the increase 
of local content quota. Perona(2010) states that broadcasting quota are common 
place in developed countries. Literature and best practises indicate the need to 
instate broadcasting quota in order to foster diversity by creating more opportunities 
for domestic content and establish a higher quality and mature state of being where 
the state of domestic content is concerned.  
 
Developed countries instate domestic quota with the aim to provide a platform for the 
domestic musicians to have their music heard and consumed not only by locals but 
also to harbour a spirit of nationality and pride where arts and culture that are 
produced within the borders of that particular country.  
 
The South African Music Quota Coalition (2007)  states that due to the popularity of 
western culture, the world over has seen countries opt for and favour global music 
and arts that stem from outside their borders over and above the music produced 
domestically. This creates a bias towards these global artists leaving the domestic 
artists wanting in terms of the consumption of their music, very few countries can 
boast music sales figures larger than their American and British counterparts as their 
music far outsells the domestic artists and thus creates wealth for artists of other 
countries and seemingly robs the local artist of much needed wealth.  
 
According to Crtc.gc.ca (2012),radio provides a public service essential to the 
maintenance and enhancement of national identity and cultural sovereignty. As radio 
is the main medium for musicians to promote their music it thus creates the need for 
content to be regulated by government in order to curb what might seem to be the 
death of local music being played on air as there are fears that international music 
will surpass local musicians in number of spins that they receive on radio which 
could result in the limited consumption of local music and the death of the local 
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music industry as a whole. These fears are the driving factor behind such content 
quota and the basis of the continued calls by musicians for radio stations to 
broadcast more local music.   
 
Initiatives such as the “Play Local or Die” campaign whose aim is to urge commercial 
broadcasters to increase their local content with regards to commercial radios 
stations playlist, was launched by South African Hip Hop artist commonly known as 
JR (Real Name: JR Bogopa) to further exhibit the South African musicians plight in 
how pivotal it is to their careers and overall financial well-being that the current quota 
be raised significantly.  
 
Domestic radio stations are partly to blame in perpetuating the incessant problem as 
Crtc.gc.ca (2012) goes on to say: 
 
“There was also a reflection in South Africa that the 25% local music quota 
was being routinely ignored due to loopholes such as playing local content in 
off-peak hours, non-enforcement of quota, and radio broadcasters using other 
admissible substitutions (interviews with South African musicians and 
broadcasting live music) to replace local music content.” 
 
Having identified this recurring rhetoric amongst local artists and musician bodies 
such as The South African Music Quota Coalition that the current quota be raised to 
a significant level such as that of 60%, the aim of this paper is to explore issues such 
as a cultural heritage perspective and the preservation of the state of the music 
industry by ensuring the consumption of local music through such initiatives. 
 
This chapter aims to deal with the impact of increasing the current local content 
quota from 25% to 60% for radio broadcasters. Objectives to be addressed include 
advertising revenue, airplay diversity, defending the culture and economic activity, 
building local music sales and promoting the health of domestic industry. From this 
review and from the survey analysis a range of recommendations will be generated 
with the faith that it will assist in identifying the impact of local content quota‟s on 
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radio broadcasters and create an understanding for those who seek the increment of 
content quota as they stand. 
 
2.2 DEFINING LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA 
 
According to Electronic Communications Act (No. 36 of 2005), a musical work 
broadcast by a broadcasting service licensee qualifies as “ South African music” if 
such work complies with at least two of the following criteria, namely: 
I. If the lyrics (if any ) were written by a South African citizen; 
II. If the music was written by a South African citizen; 
III. If the music or lyrics was or were principally performed by musicians who are 
South African citizens; 
 
If the musical work consists of a live performance which is – (aa) recorded wholly in 
the Republic; or (bb) performed wholly in the Republic and broadcast live in the 
Republic. 
 
2.3 RATIONALE FOR LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA 
 
Shaw (2004: pp.5-8) states that The South African Music and Television Local 
Content Regulations were instated in November 1997, this in effect enforced all 
television and radio broadcasters to observe the prescribed local content quota. The 
Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) was tasked with reviewing the local 
content quota after three years had lapsed with the intention of increasing the quota. 
Albeit the proposed review of the local content quota increase, the status quo still 
remains and hasn‟t increased in over 10 years. 
 
Shaw (2004: pp.5-8) further notes that new artists without the backing of a record 
company find themselves in a precarious position as circumstances dictate that they 
have to use their own capital in order to record an album, a single is then chosen to 
be aired on various radio stations. The decision of whether or not the artists song will 
be aired on radio lies with the radio station and more often than not emerging artists 
are denied the opportunity to have their music exposed on a platform such as radio 
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as their music is seen as sub-standard because of lack of exposure. The same 
independent artist explores other revenue streams utilising promotional activities to 
deliver his product to the market but instead the artist falls short due to capital 
restrictions and inhibits his plans to increase the exposure of his product. 
 
Musicians are often thrust into a cumbersome battle to try and gain consistent 
revenue streams as their product is yet to be known, with time and patience and 
perseverance the artists might gain some popularity and command higher fees yet 
this exposure is relative to multiple factors predominantly linked to exposure, that will 
ultimately lead to their success. Considering the nature of the music industry the 
logic behind instituting higher proportions of local content regulations will force radio 
stations will put the said emerging artist on rotation and increase the artist‟s 
exposure (Shaw 2004: pp.5-8). 
 
Richardson (2006: p.605) argues that the reasoning behind local content quota is 
because a number of countries have articulated their concerns of their local culture 
being defenceless to an international cultural hegemon (i.e. US), whether it be in 
film, radio broadcasting or television. An example of the issues at play where 
countries feel that their local culture is at stake is the diminishing local programming 
in the film industry and the accumulating dominance of American blockbusters 
prevalent in the film industry can be touted as the perceived threats.  
 
Richardson (2006: p.605) further argues that countries such as the United States of 
America do not have local content quota and have refrained from adopting such a 
stance; however The European Union (EU) has local content quota in place which 
require broadcasters in member states to reserve a preponderance of their 
programming time for EU work. France is an example of a member state which 
strictly adheres to local content quota where at least 40% of all songs played on 
radio stations should be in French. 
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2.3.1 Defend cultural and economic activity 
 
Bekkali & Beghin (2005: p.1) propose that mercantilist and policymakers of 
sovereign countries still perceive globalisation as a serious threat to national identity 
despite the vast array of benefits presented by globalisation. The ensuing debate is 
centred around a trade-off between accumulating economic integration and 
diminishing national identity as seen by the negotiations which took place in 2005 on 
trade services mandated by the General Agreement on Trade Services (GATS) of 
the World Trade Organisation (WTO).  
 
Demand for entertainment services such as music and movie industries has 
increased thus increasing the trade in such services; this however compounds the 
polemic of the loss of cultural identity. A number of sovereign states exercise 
exemption clauses of GATS in order to manage the “cultural externality” of economic 
integration. The same countries engage in “cultural protectionism” which favours 
indirectly subsidizing domestic producers of cultural goods over their foreign 
competitors (Bekkali & Beghin 2005: p.1).  
 
2.3.2 Ensure public has access to local music performances 
 
Frith (2007: p.2) argues that it has been documented by historians and popular 
music sociologists the influence of recording technology on private and public uses 
of music, it has also been illustrated that vocation prospects for live musicians have 
waned while musical activity has been increasingly been domesticated. The ever 
changing dynamics faced by musicians can be illustrated by the redundancy of the 
cinema organist when talking pictures came into the fore, and so the cycle continues 
yet today it is the digital environment which is seen as the threat to the live musician.  
 
Frith (2007: p.2) continues to say that the convenience afforded to people by 
technology and the internet is such that people spend more time listening to music at 
home and thus spend less time going to and hearing live performances at live 
performances venues. The trend around music‟s domestic use is such that it has 
become more personalised having moved from more family oriented ways of 
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listening to music through mediums such as the hi-fi to such mediums as the 
Walkman and iPods as personal music accessories. Given these socio-cultural and 
economic reasons it would seem that the live music sector is headed for annihilation, 
surviving only as the result of state-subsidised protection.  
 
Krueger (2005: p.6) adds that the largest limitation is that the costs of live music and 
live shows continues to rise faster than general inflation. An example is in the USA 
where the average ticket price for a rock concert rose 82% between 1996 and 2003 
while the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose by only 17%.   
 
Contrary to what Krueger (2005: p.6) says about the price of tickets being higher 
than the CPI, Ambert (2003: p.1) states that in tourist destinations such as Cape 
Town in South Africa and Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe music serves as a 
differentiating factor for the curios shops and restaurants which acts as a draw card 
for customers. In Zimbabwe at the Victoria Falls the owners of small businesses in 
the area have bandied together to appoint several performers who perform at the 
front of shops on a rotational basis. This arrangement affords the musicians an 
opportunity to substitute the income they amass from hotels and restaurants; the 
artists are able to draw a regular but small income which is also bolstered by 
donations. Ambert does not look at the performance medium in the traditional sense 
but observes that artists need to move away from the traditional sense of promoting 
ones work through a formal concert or live music venue but to seek opportunities 
outside of the traditional spaces which are not accommodating for unknown artists.   
 
Frith (2007: p.7) states the digital revolution in the distribution and storage of music 
paradoxically continues to highlight the continued cultural and economic status of 
live music, which remains fundamental for all genres of music. However there is 
tension which is driven by the cultural ideology between performance as something 
that is learnt and performances as something heartfelt. Krueger (2005: p.6) purports 
that the price of live rock concert tickets has risen faster than inflation making the live 
performance questionable in terms of affordability and how sustainable it is, Frith 
(2007: p.7) concurs with Krueger and categorically states that the live music sector is 
suffering from Baumol‟s and Bowens cost disease.  
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Frith (2007: p.7) further points out that the reason for Baumol‟s and Bowens cost 
disease where the live music space is concerned is because live music does not 
compete with mediated music for leisure spending but has been engrossed together 
with recorded music into a single, more complex music market. The fundamental 
point to be raised is that economist‟s assumptions around Baumol‟s and Bowens 
cost disease affecting live music was incorrect but the sociologists did not. The 
intrinsic value of music holds steadfast in its live experience, and record companies 
and broadcasters have had to take this into account.  
 
According to Hlongwane (2013), who interviewed YFM  CEO Kanthan Pillay who 
said that the old business model required an artist to collaborate with a record 
company to sell their music in exchange for a menial cut of the sales. The 
#LiveNReyired space allows the artist to charge for the privilege of seeing them live 
and take home the bulk of the money which is the ideal situation for any artist. Pillay 
continued to observe that “South African music‟s growth had been retarded for more 
than a decade and that the lack of live performance culture had a large part to play in 
this retardation. In as much as DJ‟s don‟t perform the works of music which are part 
of their repertoire they do however provide a performance in mixing these songs 
together, contrary to popular belief that the live space is dead in South Africa the 
scores of people who watch DJ‟s perform weekend upon weekend are testament 
that the market is still in dire need for live performances which cater to their music 
palettes interests.”Pillay further says that “I think we have the capacity to rebuild that 
culture. Our audience has no problem paying fifty bucks for a drink. So why not pay 
fifty bucks for a ticket? If you get one hundred people to pitch up, that‟s not bad for 
an evening‟s work. We hope this leads to them being able to fill stadiums.” 
 
YFM is an example of a broadcaster which realises that the business model is not 
working anymore for broadcasters and that there is a need for programming 
differentiation to offer the consumer with the music world at his or her fingertips via 
the internet, this business model should speak to you giving that consumer a 
different offering in comparison to what they already have at their disposal. 
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2.3.3 Promoting diversity by making room for domestic content 
 
Given the main focus of this paper, how competition and regulation affect media 
companies programme structure, Perona (2010: p.7) accedesthat the key measure 
of program diversity is the measure of the musical genres which eventually get 
broadcast by a radio station. Under normal circumstances the measure of diversity 
used is the share of domestic content broadcast at the equilibrium in a setup where 
consumers have different preferences over the ideal share. The instrument of choice 
by regulators when they set the broadcasting quota was the share of domestic 
content. This approach to diversity is seen as being poor, potentially misleading and 
thus diversity can be seen as programs appealing to different listeners, and in 
essence local content quota do not foster an environment of diversity.   
 
Perona (2010: p.10) further adds that we should be of the view that there are a 
limited number of praiseworthy songs within each genre, the rotation rate (the 
number of times a song is broadcast over a given period) of the sum total of all 
broadcasting material will increase although the number of differing domestic songs 
which are broadcast at equilibrium is lower under the quota. Local content quota 
force radio broadcasters toward program diversity where foreign music would 
provide increased utility to listeners. In order to limit utility the broadcaster should 
provide more programming to each genre that it covers. Under a constant total time 
constraint this would imply that programming must be cut for the less popular genres 
in order to increase programming for the more popular songs. This would result in 
the less popular genres being excluded which in turn lower the diversity of music 
broadcast domestically as well as foreign.  
 
We can therefore assume that listeners are only interested in a limited number of 
genres and that domestic and foreign music are imperfect substitutes of each other 
bringing us to the conclusion that there exists some form of complementarity 
between the two types of music in the utility function.  
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2.3.4 Improving the domestic recording industry 
 
Throsby (2002: p.14) states that in developing countries, the prominence of music as 
a cultural cornerstone is well understood. The growth experienced by local popular 
music production has matured from its origins in long-established countries, it has 
also emerged that in many countries in the developing world to become a noteworthy 
economic industry through the wider spread of live music practice, national and local 
broadcasting, the formation of a domestic recording industry and eventually for some 
musicians access to the international music market.  
 
Throsby (2002: p.15) explains that groups and individuals are able to move into a 
cash economy due to the accessible avenue provided by production of music for 
economic gain. Barriers to entry and capital requirements are low and many of skills 
required by performers have already been acquired. The norm is for musicians to 
move from performing for payment, to move into broadcasting or recoding for the 
local market. As a result of the ideal position of a performer to move into the higher 
echelons of the music industry there have been small-scale recording companies 
which have sprung up in the developing world, the main aim of these small-scaled 
recording companies is to service the local retail outlets and broadcasting networks.  
 
Due to the small-scale of these recording companies what occurs is that the 
recording companies aim to enter the market with a product that has been cost 
optimised to benefit the end user yet this happens at the expense of the artist as the 
returns from servicing the local markets are also small-scale. Local recording 
companies in developing countries are affected by international music in two ways; 
firstly, the large multinational record companies target the production sector in these 
developing countries. Secondly, the demand by consumers of international music 
grows due to the rapid availability of the music, and as incomes rise and music 
tastes alter; thus the proportion of domestically produced music in a countries total 
music demand tends to wane as development proceeds (Throsby 2002: p.15). 
 
Throsby (2002: p.15) postulates that the chances of success in the music business 
are limited for local musicians from developing countries who ultimately will find it 
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very difficult to break into world markets and contribute to the local economy through 
generating revenue from exports of their products. 
 
Throsby (2002: p.15) further states that although some genres have managed to 
cross this viaduct of and have found success in international markets yet despite the 
uptake from the international music industry. Third World music has been thrust into 
the spotlight by activities of independent record labelled, with the aid of the 
development of genres such as World Music which represents a collage of different 
genres originating from numerous parts of the globe.  
 
Despite World Music making up a very small portion of the music that‟s consumed 
the world over, its popularity is however growing. Seemingly  music is a significant 
contributor to economic life in developing countries and is important to the well-being 
of the domestic economy, having established the importance of local recording 
industry health we cannot assess it without measuring the impact the global music 
industry, which becomes inevitably a prominent force as development 
proceeds(Throsby 2002: p.15).  
 
The publishing and recording industries from the US, Europe and Japan with a 
handful of multinational corporations are gaining control of the market, it has been 
established that these transnational companies enjoy the status of dominance. This 
doesn‟t leave the independent artists and record labels from developing countries 
with much room when trying to gain significant market share. Gaining a considerable 
market share is linked to a stronger copyright regime will be important in dealing with 
the problem of sub-standard rewards to music creators, this needs to be consistent 
the world over (Throsby 2002: p.15). 
 
Throsby (2002: p.15) goes on to state that the South African Development 
Community (SADC) region‟s growth of the music industry has been marred by the 
privation of a developed commercial and legal infrastructure to encourage economic 
expansion of the industry. As the quest amounts to foster growth within the music 
industries of these countries it is essential that local content receives the adequate 
promotion. A key element for the recording industry to be successful the recognition 
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of intellectual property rights must be seen as an indispensable way of supporting 
income generation within the industry. In most countries within the SADC region, 
copyright laws are not enforced nor recognised and thus aggravates the levels of 
piracy and undermines the capacity of the entire industry to harness its long term 
international and domestic potential for growth. 
 
The Development Works report (2001) emphasises the fact that intervention from 
government on a strategic level is essential to harbour conditions for sustainable 
growth of the music industries in the South African region. There is a 
recommendation to come up with mediations and these include the following: 
 
 Using fiscal policy measures that would create an enabling environment for 
industry growth via the financial system. 
 Emphasizing the discovery of local and regional talent in order to develop a 
larger audience. 
 Setting up and co-option of coordination bodies for import regulation, industry 
promotion. 
 An enforcement of intellectual property protection and support the 
development by means of adequate remuneration systems.  
 Establishing facilitative rather than punitive local content promotion measures. 
 Developing indicators and statistics on employment, economic impacts and 
incomes on local and regional economies 
 Freeing the broadcasting system to engender a demand for a diversity of 
music products opening up markets for artists and new musical genres.  
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2.5 THE VALUE OF LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA 
 
ICASA (2000: p.11) states that local content can be seen as prerequisite for 
safeguarding of national cultural heritages, mind-sets, norms, values and ways of 
behaviour that are inimitably South African, this is consistent with international 
standards. Countries institute regulative and legislative measures to endorse their 
national distinctiveness and culture; this extends to minorities and providing for their 
interests. Concern for national cultural development is intensifying with the 
globalisation of audio visual and film. The strongest defence that sovereign states 
have against trans-border satellite services is strong local programming and this is 
indicated by international experience.  
 
In the majority of countries, the cost to produce local content will overshadow the 
cost of the international product, this is due to international products having almost 
always recouping a sizeable portion of production before being sold to foreign 
markets. Countless governments react by implementing strong regulatory 
frameworks, including local content quota (ICASA 2000: p. 11). 
 
Bernier (2003: p.3) makes the point that the economic argument based on the 
presence of externalities validates intervention by a state biased towards cultural 
industries on the premise that producers of cultural goods beget the community with 
benefits that surpass the remuneration they receive themselves. The immaterial 
doles or “externalities” are found in one instance for example the actuality that 
dynamic cultural production increases national pride, identity and prestige; attracts 
consumers and tourists and influences investment decisions. The other instance we 
could observe is in the instance that cultural products facilitate an important role in 
the integration of individuals into a society and in defining cultural identity.  
 
Many authors who are critical of intervention by the government acknowledge some 
validity in the argument around the existence of externalities, however they highlight 
the fact that this debate resides on hypotheses that are challenging to verify and that 
this model could easily be applied to a multitude of products. The criticisms seek to 
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underscore the adversity of implementing effective and responsible policies on the 
basis of such imprecise ideas (Bernier 2003: p.3).  
 
Bernier (2003: p.3) further states that an argument bandied about is the abuse of 
dominant position by the well-established patrons of the industry who have a certain 
degree of control with regards to distribution sector in order to impose conditions that 
favour their products over those of foreign producers. It is extremely difficult to refute 
that the hegemony of distribution networks by large multi-national record labels from 
America have a degree of control over these distribution networks that it becomes 
impossible to speak of real competition in this domain. 
 
We cannot run away from the glaring fact that cultural expression may be utterly 
compromised if quantities of foreign cultural products enter the national territory in 
such a manner that they overrun local cultural production, thus depriving the 
concerned cultural communities of a symbolic dialogue critical to their own 
development.   It is this danger that takes main stage as rationalisation by sovereign 
states who maintain local content requirements for radio, film and television. Local 
content quota can thus be reasonably viewed as safeguard measures whose 
essential objective is to ensure that citizens can exercise their right to expression 
(Bernier 2003: p.3).  
 
Special Broadcasting Service (2011: p.3) postulates that in order for a society to 
effectively function and be cohesive, it needs to have a vivacious culture which is 
strongly embodied in all of its primary forms of media, this institutes cultural cohesion 
to bolster a sense of self confidence and identity to a nation and effectively makes 
democratic institutions effective.    
 
When domestic forms of media support local culture it institutes dynamic and vibrant 
broadcasters who are supported by an independent production sector.  The benefits 
overshadow the cultural benefits but also serve an economic role as intellectual and 
creativity become increasingly critical in the global economy (Special Broadcasting 
Service 2011: p.3).  
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Shardlow (2012: p.2) states that very few South Africans are aware that there is a 
quota of 25% which means that every fourth song played on the radio should be 
South African, more often than not the public‟s perception with regards to the quota 
is that the broadcasters must find it difficult to uphold the quota. Because 
broadcasters use loopholes to avoid full compliance with the legislation and this 
behaviour has detrimental effects on our recording artist‟s record sales which also 
tarnishes the public‟s perception of our local artists. Furthermore, in South Africa we 
suffer from an inferiority complex in that the general perception is that our own music 
is sub-standard, this perception is further entrenched in our minds by our 
broadcasters who continuously feed us international content in favour of local 
productions. Contrary to popular perception which categorises local music at the 
bottom of the pile in terms of quality of international standards which couldn‟t be 
further from the truth, local South African music is able to hold its own on the 
international stage on the basis of quality and appeal yet does not get any rotation 
on domestic broadcasters.  
 
The subsequent result from the perception that local music is second grade hits the 
local artist when it comes to profit margins as the consumers do not want to pay 
premiums that are similar to their international counterparts because there is an 
inherent belief that the product you are purchasing is sub-standard product. 
Therefore South Africans are reluctant to purchase their own music at a premium 
price which denies South African artists a profitable career(Shardlow 2012: p.2).   
 
Shardlow (2012: p.2) further states Local content quota serve to play an vital role 
when we start addressing the issue by changing the perceptions of South Africans 
into valuing locally produced music. We need to tackle the challenges that hinder the 
local content quota and in so doing we will start to achieve the mental shift.  
 
Where quota are failing local consumers of local music need to support the local 
music by attending live performances, submit requests for more local content to such 
an extent that playlisters have to take note and schedule the requested songs 
(Shardlow 2012: p.2).  
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2.6 THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA 
 
Not only do local content quota have a positive spin off with regards to the domestic 
music industry but there are also negative ramifications linked to local content quota.  
 
According to Baxter (2011), however convincing the opinions justifying the instalment 
of local content quota in radio, film and television, whether it be from a political or 
economic standpoint, it still does not indicate that such a method would suffice. 
Uncertainties as to the adeptness of such requirements have been expressed at two 
levels. The first point of departure is that local content requirements and efficiency 
are far from being amalgamated; the second point is that new disruptive 
technologies in the communications sector make the governing of local content 
requirements almost impossible with regard to ensuring effectiveness. In reality 
these theories do not translate to successful implementation.   
 
The current perception amongst the public is that local content requirements are 
necessary in order to achieve the objectives of growing domestic music and the 
music industry. Digital technology has aided in removing the need for people to look 
towards international programming in order to quell their thirst for international 
programming, and this is because technology has exposed us to readily available 
content from all spheres of the world and in actual fact this leaves the consumer from 
the domestic country seeking out their native content in order to feel more connected 
to their roots, leaving the consumer feeling in touch with their heritage and more 
satisfied (Baxter 2011).  
 
Baxter (2011) further states that in Australia the mandated local content should make 
up 55 per cent of programming broadcast between 6am and midnight, as a result 
Australia‟s number one TV network intends on airing 68 per cent Australian content. 
Thus the network has chooses to ignore the minimum quota set by government 
favouring calibrating programming to meet the content demand of their consumers.  
The commercial results achieved are testament to the effectiveness of the strategy 
of building a product offering around the needs of your customer, this is the basic 
right of every company. Product marketing is centred on this principle: it ultimately 
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decides that the most efficient and strongest companies survive and the inefficient 
and weakest wilt into non-existence (Baxter 2011).   
 
Baxter (2011) goes on to say that one of the cornerstones of innovation is 
competition. Competition ensures that the industry remains fierce and viable. Local 
content must survive unabated alongside their international counterparts in the 
constant battle for the hearts and minds of their consumers. In certain instances local 
content is in the process of being triumphant in this regard.  
 
2.6.1 Local content quota as trade barriers 
 
According to Puppis (2008: p.408), on a purely economic basis there has been a 
fervent emphasis on liberalisation of the media which has the potential to unsettle 
media regulations which in turn will pave the way for a highly commercialised 
industry and subordinate cultural objectives to competition. Regulatory measures 
implemented for political, social or cultural reasons could be incompatible with the 
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). 
 
Regarding global media governance the most powerful and most important player is 
the World Trade Organisation (WTO). Its purpose is to remove barriers to 
international trade. The WTO was bestowed with the powers to any breaches of the 
rules. Currently the WTO administers agreements which cover trade in good (GATT), 
trade in services (GATS) and trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights 
(TRIPS) (Puppis 2008: p.408).    
 
Puppis (2008: p.408) goes on to say international trade in goods falls under the 
jurisdiction of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The basic 
principles of the agreement are non-discriminated and market access (GATT, 
Articles I - III and XI): 
 
• Non-discrimination The most favoured nation (MFN) principle prohibits 
discrimination between a country‟s trading partners. Benefits granted to one 
trading partner have to be granted to all other WTO member states as well. 
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The principle of national treatment forbids the discrimination of imported 
goods compared to locally produced goods. However, national treatment only 
applies once a product has entered the market allowing for customs duties. 
Therefore, market access is crucial. 
 
• Market access For competition to take place at all, foreign goods first require 
market access. Hence, the WTO member states committed themselves to 
lowering trade barriers (customs duties or quota that restrict quantities 
selectively) in so-called rounds of trade negotiations. 
 
There are two ways in which the GATT is important to media. First, it deals with the 
basic principles (market access and non-discrimination) apply to cross-border trade 
with cultural goods like CDs, film, newspapers, books and magazines (Puppis 2008: 
p.408).   
 
2.6.2 Programming restrictions on broadcasters 
 
Crtc.gc.ca (2012) states that has been a great deal that has been documented about 
what effects quota have on inhibiting variety in programming. Seemingly in the 
places which quota are in place, there exists a habit of broadcasters to prioritise the 
broadcasting of a few well-known artists and a lesser number of their songs in order 
to fulfil both the quota requirements as well as the need to positively redress the 
demand to respond to the expectations and needs of the broadcasters listeners and 
to satisfy advertisers, who are the life force of broadcasters. 
 
Quota critics question the worth of including well-established musicians and hit 
songs of yesteryear in calculation of what is admissible to the barring of other 
musicians and their content that would benefit in proportion to being broadcast 
(Crtc.gc.ca 2012).  
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2.7 THE IMPACT ON LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA ON DOMESTIC RADIO 
aaaBROADCASTERS 
 
Research carried out by Heinrich (1999, cited in Besio, Hungerbühler et al, 2008, p. 
185) found that where private channels are concerned the primary focus of business 
is to make a profit, and in this instance profit is driven by content. Decisions made by 
the channels regarding productions and acquisitions are purely tabled on economic 
principles. 
 
Gambaro and Silva (1991, cited in Besio, Hungerbühler et al, 2008, p. 185) state that 
quota tend to present themselves to private business as problems as they are often 
incompatible with the profit driven nature of such organisations. The ensuing debate 
is centred on advertising income which is at the heart of programme refinancing. The 
public and private sector are negatively affected by quota.Public broadcasters are 
not under as much pressure as the private sector to maximise profits, they are under 
continuous pressure to perform as efficiently as the private sector. This means that 
local content quota will effectively impact both the private and public sector, and this 
could possibly be in a negative manner when it comes to the bottom line.   
 
Besio, Hungerbühler et al (2008: p.185) states that whilst the larger channels abide 
by the quota relatively easily, new and smaller channels scrap to achieve them. 
Quota can also present themselves as a hindrance to the growth of broadcasters as 
enterprises. French and German broadcasters have expressed similar disdain for 
quota as they feel they are restricting them from competing at an international level.  
Quota impede market development which results in quota therefore hindering free 
competition. Private sector channels argue that quota do not promote creativity but 
rather enforce the argument that the cultural sector should be subsidised  
 
The very existence of some thematic channels hangs in the balance because of local 
content quota, channels that have specialised programming would inevitably fail to 
meet the quota and become less profitable. 
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2.7.1 Programme diversity 
 
The current regulations by ICASA (2000: p.15) combine airtime obligations, specific 
programme categories, times of the day, and financial obligations in setting quota. 
The pitfall of this system is that the capital invested by the broadcaster for production 
is disregarded when calculating compliance to the quota. The quota fail to entice 
broadcasters to commission programmes of a higher quality as this requires funds to 
be invested in the program. 
 
Regulations associated with local content quota should have programme diversity as 
a priority, quota would serve well were they to be more specific or variable have 
been utilised in other countries. Australia developed system which used points to 
quantitate compliance by measuring specifics such as how much local content each 
programme adds towards reaching the broadcasters target amount. The very same 
point system should take into account the quality programming which the 
broadcaster has invested in production. The program should reward higher points for 
arts programmes and social documentaries so as to encourage diversity in 
programming (ICASA 2000: p.15).  
 
ICASA (2000: p.15) further points out that empowerment companies could be 
incentivised by rewarding black and female owned production companies, training, 
provincial diversity, SMME promotion, programmes in native languages, dubbing or 
subtitling programmes etc. The point system should inevitably promote diversity, 
quality and empowerment whilst also allowing for flexibility of the local content quota 
to lessen the burden on the broadcaster.  
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2.7.2 Retaining listenership 
 
Napoli (2008: p.2) states that consumer preference in media is evolving. There is a 
dichotomous shift in dynamics; the first is related to how audiences are consuming 
media and the changing landscape and how the media industries define or make 
sense of their audiences. The driver of all this change is emerging technology. New 
technology allows for greater freedoms of choice to the consumer by allowing them 
to be in full control of how they consumer media. The new technology not only brings 
uncertainty to the industry but gives the media organisations new ways in which to 
monitor their audience‟s behaviour revealing previously unknown information to 
them.  
 
A broadcasters decisions pertaining to programming are akin to a hotelier‟s decision 
on which location to choose, the positioning of a radio station can be based on the 
balance between domestic and foreign content, diversity is also shown in the 
distance between two radio stations and imposing a cultural quota and in effect a 
advertising cap would ultimately reduce differentiation between radio stations (Napoli 
2008: p.2). 
 
Media companies have a primary objective which is to maximise audience in order to 
maximise profit. Perona (2010: p.5) proposes an economic model which starts by 
investigating the trade-off between domestic and foreign music, he therefore 
assumes that domestic and foreign music feature a kind of complementarity.  
 
We assume a listener listening to a mix of foreign and domestically produced music 
of their favourite genre, satisfaction of the consumer is said to be concave in each of 
its arguments. In order for a radio station to meet the consumers‟ needs they need to 
have a balanced mix of both domestic and foreign music, what occurs is that the 
consumer will tire of listening to the same locally produced genre and opt for the 
foreign made genre thus the two act as substitutes for one another as the opposite is 
probably true.  
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Listening to the radio presents an opportunity cost question for the consumer who 
could easily be substituted for watching a film, listening to recorded music etc. This is 
one of the reasons why radio broadcasters must guarantee the highest level of 
satisfaction to their listeners that is unencumbered by local content quota (Perona 
2010: p.5). 
 
2.7.3 Obligatory business model changes 
 
Osterwalder and Pigneur et al. (2010) describe the business model as “the rationale 
and infrastructure of how an organization creates, delivers and captures value.” The 
revolving research area of business models is relatively new.  
 
McGrath (2011) states that there are three stages that signal you should replace 
your business model, the first is when next generation innovations offer miniscule 
improvements. If the human capital under your employ struggle to enhance your 
offering, it‟s a red flag that it is time to change your business model. The second 
indicator is when new alternatives become increasingly appealing and acceptable to 
your customers and the last is when your financials show decline, and then it is clear 
that it is time to change the business model.  
 
Before an organisation reaches the three stages mentioned above there is always 
preliminary evidence that your cooperation is in hot water but more often than not 
these signs are ignored and is because of the reluctance of people to realise that 
even a business model has a product life cycle and when it reaches its zenith it is 
time to alter your business model to suite the current environment that you operate 
in. In the end, the higher echelons of management will stick to the model that worked 
previously and will literally squeeze the last drops of relevance out of it before 
considering a necessary business model change. The change will not come without 
its challenges as it was noticed at a later stage than it should have, that the business 
model requires altering.  
 
Research conducted by the Intellectual Property Office (2011: p.8) illustrated 
creative content has found a sanctuary where it is free from physical constraints in 
the digital era. Consumer enthusiasm towards content has changed and the 
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marginal costs of distribution and production have decreased. These changes 
facilitate both opportunities and challenges for the creative industry. Novel business 
models could be the ideal business solution to the contest of long-term innovation 
and production for the creative industries. The evolution of the business model took 
place in a pre-internet era including an era of physical restrictions.   The traditional 
business models have writhed in the digital era as consumer behaviour fluctuates 
and content is digitally distributed. In this day and age, traditional business models 
still garner some viability and profitability and the new-fangled models are yet to 
substantiate themselves.  
 
The content creator‟s business model has been outpaced as consumers behaviour 
adapts to new variations of consumption which are available for digital content.  With 
the development of new products, availability and as catalogues increase consumers 
are gradually purchasing content digitally in lieu of traditional ways of shopping.  
Unfortunately the digital migration of content brings with it copyright piracy as 
consumers procure unlicensed sources of copyright-protected digital content.  
 
Where business models are concerned there are two main themes which 
characterise the impact of the change in the behaviour of consumers and these 
include increased competition and opportunities. There lies an opportunity to 
capitalise ones business models when it is tailored to the current consumer 
behaviour. Within the same breadth of creating opportunities stemming from tailoring 
business models to consumer trends, there exists a threat to the existing business 
models because of piracy and the new business models.  
 
McGrath (2010) cited in Intellectual Property Office(2011, p.72) states that in order to 
create innovation business models it is imperative that a certain amount of 
experimentation must occur in order to find the most innovative business model. She 
notes “typically new models emerge when a constraint is lifted, and old ones often 
come under pressure when one emerges.” The lack of internal incentives seems to 
be the primary cause that officeholders are unenthusiastic about experimenting with 
new business models. 
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2.7.4 Revenue loss due to programming changes brought about by local 
content quota 
 
PWC (2011: p.23) postulates that in order for broadcasters to generate advertising 
revenue they sell contact with their audiences to advertisers. To maximise 
advertising revenue the broadcaster must broadcast the best mix of content in order 
to attract the largest audience. 
 
When approximating revenue capability of programming content certain factors need 
to be considered and these factors generate significant complexity and increase the 
effort which comes with forecasting changes in the behaviour of the consumer that 
would result from variations to the minimum content requirements. 
 
Government realises that implementing stricter regulatory requirements on 
broadcasters would inevitably involve additional costs.  
 
According to the Broadcasting Services Act, No. 110 of 1992 (AUS, 1992), in 
implementing mandatory requirements on broadcasters, the Government realised 
that imposing increased local content quota‟s on broadcasters would comprise  
additional costs.  This would directly impact the capacity of the regional media sector 
in realistically living up to the quota increase as local content quota‟s directly impact 
commercial viability, notwithstanding the sectors capacity in striving for economies of 
scale and scope which cross-media mergers could avail. Government realised that a 
considerable amount of modification may be required, with the balancing of the 
competing considerations in mind and whether compulsions such as local content 
requirements might be reasonably attainable.  
 
Perona (2010: p.21) makes the assumption that broadcasters seek to amplify their 
audience. The objective of amplifying listenership is considered an interim objective 
as commercial broadcasters seek to maximise revenue derived from advertising. He 
goes on to conclude that if the listener‟s utility is negatively affected by 
advertisements, the listener therefore becomes engaged in a trade-off between the 
scheduled programing and the amount of ads.  This increases the complexity of the 
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competition because broadcasters compete on both the programming level and in 
advertisements. 
 
KPMG Research on local content quota (2001: p.18) report that broadcasters 
specified that an increase in local content quota without enough high quality local 
content in the genres which they broadcast would inadvertently strong arm them into 
playing both high quality products and lower quality products at high rotation. This 
undermines broadcaster‟s product offering which negatively affects their ability to 
attract an audience and ultimately advertising revenue, of the broadcasters who 
were respondents in the survey, 78% of them estimated that the local industry had to 
increase production in order to allow broadcasters the means to meet a 50% local 
content quota. The exceptions to this are the seven public service broadcasters who 
match and exceed the 50% local content quota, this is because these radio stations 
broadcast in the either one of the eleven languages of South Africa and local content 
makes up a significant majority of the programming, this appeals significantly to their 
audience.  
 
Commercial radio stations contended that in order for them to meet the local content 
requirements there would have to be an average increase of 123% in the production 
of local content in order for them to meet a 50% local content quota. The main 
reasoning behind the 123% increment is that there is not enough production by the 
domestic music industry which is tantamount to impossible given the constraints of 
the capacity of the domestic music industry. 
 
2.8 REVENUE STREAMS FOR MUSICIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA 
 
De Villiers (2006: p.2) states that an important share of the music industry‟s income 
is resultant from intellectual property rights; this infers that the music industry is a 
knowledge-based industry can gain a competitive export advantage derived from 
exclusive local competencies.   
 
Streams of revenue are unsophisticated to comprehend and similar to performing 
live, retailing t-shirts or CD‟s. The ways in which musicians can earn an income are 
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vast and can include performances, sound recordings, brand, compositions and or 
knowledge of the craft.  
 
Money.futureofmusic.org (2012) states that recording and performing artists can 
garner revenue in these ways:  
 
 Revenue earned from being a salaried member of an ensemble or orchestra; 
 
 Income earned from playing in a live setting (non-salaried players); 
 
 Record label advances which are paid to an artist upon signing a record deal, 
this includes revenue for recording or tour support; 
 
 Retails sales which can come from various sources such as selling physical 
copies of music in retails stores, any way in which the artists can sell physical 
copies of their music; 
 
 Revenue stemming from selling music online or any digital platform including 
mobile platforms and websites which sell the artists music.  
 
 Income generated from selling recordings of the artists music at live 
performances which comes directly come to the artist; 
 
 Revenue that is generated from music streamed on line which is paid to the 
artist via the record label or the digital service where the streaming took place; 
 
 Income generated from an artist‟s recordings which was played on internet 
radio; 
 
 Artists receive revenue streams from foreign performance of their recordings; 
and 
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 Artists receive income from their recordings being used in film and TV.  
 
2.9 IMPACT ON LOCAL MUSICIANS 
 
Emerging artist are invariably the custodians of the future of music and the culture it 
represents, thus there is a budding issue concerning quota acting as 
counterproductive when it comes to promotion, exposure and ultimately the 
development of emerging artists.  
 
According to Crtc.gc.ca (2012), a review of discussions and sentiments exhibit that 
there is indeed an gratefulness for embryonic talent and this appreciation extends to 
seeing these artists getting broadcast time. The question of emerging artists creates 
a discourse pertaining to how much leeway should the industry give them in the 
effort to unearth their careers and give them the exposure that they need to become 
profitable. The argument extends to the weighting of emerging artists versus the 
weighting which established artist receive, with both parties feeling intense feelings 
regarding the weighting of their material when it comes to broadcasting their material 
on radio, the suggestion is that to assist emerging artists radio stations should be 
incentivised if they playlist the emerging artists. This is one of the suggestions to 
entice radio stations to playlist these emerging artists. These types of suggestions 
are far and wide in trying to look at alternatives to replace local content quota. 
 
Radio played a critical role in the 20th century in unearthing new talent, how this 
talent is appreciated and consumed. In the radio industry they were gatekeepers 
who were custodians of whether a particular individual‟s music gained support, were 
these gatekeepers not kept happy it stood in the way of an artist‟s music being mass 
produced, accessed and distributed.  
 
There existed an intricate chain of distributors, labels and retails stored who when 
combined managed to promote the music that had made its way onto the radio 
stations playlists. For those who remain on the periphery of this intricate chain it 
seems career opportunities for creators and artists begin to face a bleak future as 
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the challenges to penetrate this chain make it increasingly difficult to develop 
sustainable careers (Crtc.gc.ca 2012).  
 
Due to the span of the internet being everywhere in the world, it removes the power 
from the hands of the radio stations and recording labels and puts it straight into the 
hands of the consumer as they have the ability to control and discover what music 
they listen to, where and when they require it (Crtc.gc.ca 2012).  
 
Crtc.gc.ca (2012) goes on to say that physical retail in developed countries due to 
the spread of access to the internet has crippled the physical retail music industry as 
consumers prefer to purchase and consume their music. However, there is hope for 
emerging musicians in that they can still use the community radio platform to 
promote their music and create an interest in the immediate community; this is a 
better opportunity for breakthrough artists to take cognisance off.  
 
Community radio stations are a trusted supplier and source of music for the 
consumer and the musicians. With the younger generation‟s ability to access internet 
radio stations, music download websites and mobile music download services. Given 
that they have the ability to access the music they desire from their favourite artists 
and music which is why online music consumption has the audience is currently 
garners. Musicians of today must be aware that the “word of mouth” medium is still 
very useful and in this day and age of social networks it has taken the “word of 
mouth” medium to another level where artists should exploit in order to maximise 
revenue from sales (Crtc.gc.ca 2012).  
 
The South African Music Quota Coalition (2007) argues that the although radio 
stations want to maximise their musical and programming product offering by 
diversifying and including a lot of international music and artists ultimately puts South 
African artists at a disadvantage as they excluded from local radio and as a result 
because they receive no airplay the demand is directly proportionate. Music retailers 
in South Africa are exacerbating the problem as the subsequent lack of demand 
leads to retailers to move local CD‟s in separate sections which gives the impression 
that the quality of the local product is substandard. Furthermore local retailers 
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advertise and promote predominantly overseas artist whose sales, airplay and live 
revenues leave the country which in turns leaves nothing to help build South Africa‟s 
domestic industry. This leads to a demise of exposure on a national level and leaves 
local artists dependent on community radio stations.  
 
Richardson (2004: p.4) raises the concern that one could highlight a plethora of 
consequences stemming from cultural quota, the most debated issue stems from the 
consumers being subjected to predominantly international content leaving local 
content in the wake. A quota would then be seen as paving entry by local artists, this 
would increase the demand for their products, yet before the quota their entry to the 
music industry was unprofitable, this would represent a welfare loss from diminished 
quality.  
 
As an alternative programming on radio stations would concentrate on local artists 
who are very alike in quality and style to those who already exist on the playlist. 
Given that these issues cannot be ignored we must then look at taking the 
proponents of local content quota for what they are, and we will assume that there is 
something about local content quota that differs from international products which is 
not based on quality. The main objective is to look at the impact local content quota 
on radio stations and how much local content they play (Richardson 2004: p.4).  
 
Richardson (2004: p.4) further states that there is a horizontal differentiation between 
international and local content and this is taken for granted, furthermore we‟ll 
assume that the exposure of local content on domestic radio somehow yields some 
external benefits to policymakers which probably promulgate the arguments in favour 
of quota.  The rate of preference in the mix of international and local content will vary 
from consumer to consumer although radio stations have the ability to choose the 
mix of content to air in order to maximise their advertising revenue.  
 
Cultural quota effectively become locational constraint for radio stations. While it may 
seems that competition between stations is between the characteristics of the 
stations themselves, rather than programming offered, the locational constraint is in 
fact a programming decision. We will assume that international and local content 
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differ and they can be interpreted as being either independent or programming genre 
or as applicable across genres. That is if local content connects with genres then a 
cultural quota may be understood as a limitation on the genre formats of the radio 
stations (Richardson 2004: p.4).   
 
2.9.1 Increased exposure 
 
International Music Council (2006: p.21) indicates that the most common response to 
an ailing domestic music industry which fails to meet certain artists monetary 
expectations is to impose local content quota in response to the failed expectations 
of the domestic artists, the result is to impose regulations on broadcasters to assign 
a specific percentage of their programming to broadcast domestic content. 
 
Because musical works receive the most attention stemming from broadcasts 
because exposure drives up record sales and give support to musical activity. This is 
why radio broadcast is extremely important for music from a promotional aspect.  
 
The International Music Council (2006: p.21)highlights that the radio sector can thus 
be divided into three subsectors: public or government-operated radio, privately 
owned radio and community radio. Private and commercial radio stations are the 
hardest hit by local content quota as these type of broadcasters are driven by profit 
and it is likely that such broadcasters lean heavily on popular music genres and thus 
the music play listed is typically imported. Commercial and private radio stations 
thrive on their musical diversity and as a result the programs ted to not be musically 
diverse. The resulting effect from local content quota is that quota may not increase 
musical diversity but rather have an adverse effect by encouraging local artists to 
record and perform in the globally popularised genres.  
 
In the developed world quota do not have as strong a foothold as quota do in 
developing countries, in developed countries quota are in many cases legislated but 
they are not imposed and subsequently not observed. The main reason behind 
developed countries shunning quota is because quota distort trade in a free trade 
market (International Music Council 2006: p.21).  
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The International Music Council (2006: p.21) further states that radio stations which 
are owned by the Government in democracies often face the quagmire that in order 
for them to offer a service which stands out from the commercial radio stations that 
have mass appeal and do not cost the government anything, the Government owned 
radio stations only appeal to a limited number of consumers and the state of affairs is 
that the Government owned radio stations are paid for with hard earned tax payers 
money.  
 
In order for the Government owned radio stations to appeal to the masses they need 
to tailor their programming to imitate or be similar to the unsubsidised programming 
offered by commercial radio stations and this would invariably lead Government 
radio stations to abandon their reason for existence. This leaves Government radio 
broadcasters with a problem which finds them wavering between wider audience 
appeal or specialised programming with less audience appeal in order to maintain 
their relevance in the. In the latter lies the ultimate solution for promoting and 
presenting diversity of music through programming (International Music Council 
2006: p.21).   
 
2.9.2 Increase in product demand 
 
Richardson (2006: p.608) believes that consumers are distributed uniformly along 
this unit interval in terms of their preferred mixes of local or international music and 
they are only left with one unit of time to devote to listening to the radio. What must 
be noted is the types of content differ in a horizontal manner rather than a vertical 
sense: local music is not though by all listeners to be of an inferior quality to their 
international counterparts products but lending it as simply a matter of taste.  
 
Anderson and Neven (1989) cited in Richardson (2006, p.608) state that a consumer 
derives the maximum utils from listening only to their ideal mix of music and the 
assumption is that the utility remains sufficiently high when the consumer is listening 
to the radio, this once again speaks to the programming mix of radio stations as they 
have to ensure they increase the Utils  of satisfaction of the listener to ensure that it 
remains that way for fear of the consumer simply switching stations to find the station 
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with an appealing programming mix which speaks to maximising the consumers utils 
due to listening experience.  
 
Radio stations are free of charge to listeners and we suppose that the consumer 
gets disutility from advertising interrupting their desired programming. This leads us 
to assume that across the board of radio stations, as soon as the listener hears a 
radio advertisement this immediately increases disutility and is thus linear because 
of there being no difference between an advertisement heard on one station in 
comparison to another, in the instance of radio advertisement we are dealing with 
both vertical and horizontal differentiation.  
 
Radio broadcasters need to be aware that eh consumers ideal mix relies on multiple 
factors and that in order to maximise the listener satisfaction it needs for the ideal 
programming mix and that it is a fine balancing act that could potentially see 
broadcasters having to balance between the listener satisfaction and programming 
diversity with local content quota as a defining point in the selection of the what will 
maximise the listeners utils (Richardson 2006: p.608).  
 
2.9.3 Increase in revenue for musicians 
 
Samro.org.za (2013) defines three basic types of music rights which are covered in 
SAMRO‟s scope of operation. They are Mechanical rights, performing rights and 
Needletime rights. These rights pertain to differing artists and music creators who 
form part of the production of music works: 
 
 Mechanical rights  
 Mechanical rights royalties are earned lyricists, music composers and 
 publishers when their music works are copied onto DVD, CD, tape, MP3, 
 video or computer hard drive, or as a cell phone ringtone. An example of a 
 mechanical right is every time a sing is legally bought and downloaded 
 mechanical rights make sure that the rightful owners of the song get the due 
 royalties.  
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 Needletime rights 
Needletime royalties are earned by recording artists (singers, backing 
vocalists, studio producers and musicians). They do not necessarily have to 
have written or composed the song as long as they assisted in recording the 
song. The recording artists benefit when the recorded song is either 
performed or played in public, this is inclusive of a radio station. Although they 
will not receive as much income as the person who owns the song they will 
get a portion which is considered fair.  
 
 Performing rights 
 These are royalties which are earned by people who actually own the musical 
 work. This includes composers, music publishers and lyricists. They manage 
 to earn royalties when their musical creations are performed in public, such as 
 a when their played on radio, concert or on TV.  
 
Given that there are a few ways in which musicians can collect revenue form their 
musical works, it speaks to the fact that all these revenue streams are 
interconnected with how much airplay the individual musical works receive, thus one 
could conclude that the more airplay artists receive from broadcasters the more they 
are likely to increase the revenue that is due to them. This is one of reasons stated 
by those who promote local content quota.  
 
2.9.4 Raising product standards 
 
Radiobiz.org,za (2013) reports that in recent years there has been a tremendous 
increase in the quality of music produced and yet radio airplay does not relate this. 
This leads us to question the argument that radio stations make that local production 
quality is substandard, this is more often than not the reason they choose to  justify 
to why they are reluctant to schedule local music. Due to the fact that globalisation 
has fallen short of its promise of prosperity for all in the African continent it would be 
only just that radio stations are conscious of the fact that South Africans have an 
obligation to tell our stories and schedule our music.   
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Radiobiz.org.za (2013) goes on to say that the more local artists are exposed to 
locals in order to make them aware of the local content available to them only then 
do local artists possess the potential to grow the domestic industry notwithstanding 
the growth of the live music circuit which would invariably give rise to more active 
music venues and increase music sales.  It is fruitless emphasizing an increase in 
percentage of local content which receives radio airplay as the main goal of local 
content quota, we also require a strong political presence and will coupled with 
focused business vision that will echo a true commitment to developing the 
economic standing our people. 
 
Canada is one of the country‟s which employ local content quota and Crtc.gc.ca 
(2012) states that because of Canada‟s unique position given its proximity to the 
United States of America the cultural of the individual countries tend to spill over, yet 
this occurs in a unidirectional manner in that the dominant culture and this extends to 
what gets broadcast on national Canadian radio and television.    
 
The desire to promote Canadian music came to the fore in the 1960‟s and at that 
time Canadian radio was dominated by music produced and created in the United 
States, United States culture was so dominant that Top 40 AM radio station in 
Canada in the 1960‟s consisted of American titles which reflected the sound of the 
times as was determined by American television, radio and was also strongly 
supported through lifestyle publications and in print media (Crctc.gc.za 2012).  
 
Crtc.gc.ca (2012) goes on to say that initially Canadian broadcasters argued that the 
quality of Canadian recordings was substandard and not of a calibre which could 
compete with what was on air, they also argued that wasn‟t enough depth in terms of 
genres to sufficiently supply domestic broadcasters with enough content to meet the 
local content requirements which at the time were being developed and defined by 
the then Canadian government.  
 
The Canadian government didn‟t just stop at implementing the requirements on 
broadcasters but also took an undertaking to allocate public funds which would allow 
Canadian artist, through their record labels, management and distributors to have 
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access to greater budgets that would open the doors for them to raise the standard 
of recordings and to aid them in marketing themselves, although the effort could be 
seen as miniscule in comparison to the gigantic budgets which multinational 
recording companies commit to their artists within Canada.  
 
The resulting effect from the public funding for artists was that the business side of 
the recording industry embarked on a larger role in Canada. In English Canada a 
handful of multinational companies controlled around 80% of the recordings and 
artists subsequently fell under the control of these multinationals (Crtc.gc.ca 2012).  
Due to the support of governments in Canada and Quebec (Province in East-central 
Canada) in the 1970‟s and early 1980‟s Quebec saw a music industry which grew 
and was evident in the vibrant community of creators and musical artists, including 
record labels and distributors. In as much as a number of Francophone artists were 
signed to multinational record labels, the majority of artists were embraced, nurtured 
and developed by the Quebec music business.  
 
The Government intervention in Canada led to a healthy percentage of artists 
contribute to making the Quebec recorded music industry to thrive, which allowed 
the Quebec based record labels to occupy a central position in the makeup of the 
Canadian and Quebec music communities(Crtc.gc.ca 2012).  
 
Crtc.gc.za (2012) argue that in in the instance the case that the argument could be 
made that Canada needed quota to promote, safeguard and develop its local artists  
and music industry, another argument could be postulated for the Quebec music 
industry in particular as to the role it played in the expression and careers of 
Canadian Francophone creators and artists.  
 
In the linguistic and cultural context, Quebec‟s actuality both within Canada and 
within North America is exceptional with its successes and its challenges. What 
makes the Quebec and Canada situation even more outstanding and noteworthy in 
terms of reflecting on it is the fact that the quota system in place insofar as how it 
was applied to the broadcast of French-language music by French-language radio 
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stations is not reflected by the same circumstances that the English-language radio 
stations face within the same market.  
 
2.9.5 Music as a sustainable means of employment 
 
Beeching (2010: p.16) notes that the scope of music careers are project driven. A 
musicians interests and contact leads to a number of short or longer term projects 
such as recordings, teaching studios, ensembles, tours and commissions. The fabric 
of an artist‟s music career is made up of these projects, where the general 
perception of musicians is that they are engaged in a job but this is not the case and 
as such a music career must be managed as multiple projects in order to ensure a 
level of success.  
 
Ormont (2001, cited by Radbill, 2010, p.480) postulates that feelings of unworthiness 
and inadequateness may settle in with musicians who find themselves in the bottom 
end of the music industry as much of musician‟s self-esteem is attached to a one 
activity which is the musical performance. Radbill (2010: p.480) goes on to say that 
young musicians are the most vulnerable and find that they are confounded should 
they not get the orchestra job, or a part in a theatrical production, or even the music 
school teaching job. Ormont (2001, cited by Radbill, 2010, p. 480) recognises the 
unsympathetic realities in the life of the arts: 
 
 The competition is very fierce. 
 Remuneration is low, especially in relation to fields that warrant similarly 
intricate levels of talent and expertise.  
 Personal and popular taste, trends and changing social concerns are forces 
which are outside of the artists control are factors which decide public 
responses to any work. This means that artistic brilliance has no consistent 
standards for evaluating artistic competence. 
 Sustaining a successful career is strenuous, and even the worlds most 
revered artists must start from scratch even after writing a best-selling novel, 
or performing to rave reviews. Simply put, being on top does not guarantee 
the artists will be successful in the future and success is shortly lived. 
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It would almost seem that the odds are against performing artists in their chosen 
career as not only are the conditions of the music industry harsh but Panay (2011: 
p.63) adds that the record business in the US is in a free fall, as sales and licensing 
revenue decreasing by half in the past decade. Uncontrollable piracy and a 
disaffected and disinterested public have massacred reliable artist income from 
record sales. The trend amongst young consumers is to have an absolute disregard 
for emerging artist‟s income and reportedly opting to steal music than pay for it.  
 
Music groups such as Radiohead are choosing to give away their albums, previously 
reliable sellers such as U2 and Bruce Springsteen managed to peak commercially, 
and since the Soundscan era began in 1991, the highest selling album in the 
Billboard Top 200 charts sold just over 40 000 units, this is in comparison to groups 
such as N‟Sync who sold over 2.4 million units in the 2000‟s. This indicates the 
extent to which piracy is crippling the music industry the world over.  
 
The music industry the world over now realises that the new frontier for revenue is 
live performances and the traditional concert business is coming to grips with the fact 
that consumers have less disposable income, lack of sustainable megastars, tour 
funding and an aging demographic of its best sellers. The scope of live 
performances extends to the traditional scope that includes just stadiums and arenas 
and has moved away from the traditional model which requires a consumer to 
purchase a ticket.  
 
Current estimates put the total number of live concerts in the U.S as being too close 
to 8 million, Sonicbids (Online marketplace connecting musicians with live talent 
buyers) reports that nearly  80 000 concerts within that year were booked between 
promoters and artists who would typically fly under the radar and aren‟t as 
commercially recognised as their peers. This indicates that there is an expanding 
and vibrant list of consumers who take advantage of tools such as Sonicbids to 
elevate the live music sphere, although this isn‟t just limited to traditional concert 
medium but extends to include coffee houses, bars, art galleries, wineries, cruise 
ships, museum, universities and countless other venues. This has nearly become 
$10 Billion market that is growing at an annual rate of 11% (Panay 2011: p.63). 
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Panay (2011: p.63)  goes on to say that U.S college campuses who aim to entertain 
their students spend in excess of $250 million annually and the revenue mostly 
makes its way into the artist who charge less than $300 per show. The UK 
Performing Rights Society released a study that illustrates that the live music festival 
sector is the most rapidly growing sector of the music business.  
 
This is further supported that even in the direst recession in a generation, festivals 
such as South by Southwest, Bonnaroo and Coachella a selling out at a consistent 
rate. Even the wedding band market has grown with 83% of musicians reporting to 
Sonicbids‟ that their annual income is being supported by wedding gigs and that they 
are requested to play more “original” works than they are “cover” songs. This 
indicates that the music business isn‟t in a steady decline into oblivion yet it is 
evolving and growing to become less mass produced, more organic and home 
grown. 
 
Panay (2011: p.63) further states that the modern day music business is founded on 
the model of A&R (Artist and repertoire) executives actively seeking to unearth the 
next megastar, record labels funding musicians studio time (production), distribution 
to the retailers, the promotion of music through outlets such as TV and radio, hire 
agents, managers and publishers to give the artist a fair chance to maximise 
revenue potential and ultimately the record labels held the keys to a viable music 
career. The steady erosion over the past eight years of income experienced by 
record labels has been at the mercy of the internet due to consumer‟s preferences 
shifting from en masse to more niche in their taste of music. This has resulted in 
record labels being stripped of the responsibility of playing art patron for emerging 
artist and talent.  
 
Since the role of art patron is vacant, consumer brands saw an opportunity to align 
their vast array of products with musicians and their songs. Consumer brands have 
spent in excess of $1 billion since 2010 which is almost double where that amount 
stood six years ago.  
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Consumer brands are constantly searching for emerging artists with which to pair 
their brands and the trend indicates that there has been a shift towards of the 
sponsorship deals towards „niche” artists who haven‟t had numerous brands 
associated with them over the years such as established musicians with entrenched 
public profiles like Lady Gaga or Taylor Swift. The reason this shift is so is because 
consumer brand companies have awakened to the fact that young consumers 
demand authenticity from the brands that they desire, and this links directly with the 
independent record label artists and artists who don‟t appear on any major record 
labels roster(Panay 2011: p.63).  
 
Panay (2011: p.63) goes on to say that the added bonus for the consumer brands is 
that they do not have to part with wads of money to endorsee these musicians, and 
the emerging artists appear to have less risky public images than their megastar 
counterparts. Because young consumers spend copious amounts of their time on 
social networks, marketers are enthusiastic to engage their customers on this 
platform because emerging artists careers depend on social media marketing. 
 
Large consumer brands such as Converse, Diesel, Ford, Gap, and Levis to even 
those who operate in niche markets such as Zippo, Jagermeister, Midas and 
JanSport have all parted with million establishing programs that have emerging 
artists at the helm of their marketing means on social media. Artists are exhibiting a 
new found keenness to work with these brands in order to get their music to the 
public, historically musicians were chastised and branded as sell out in the seventies 
to the nineties. Could it be so farfetched to fathom the thought that maybe these 
brands who possess deep pockets and marketing brute force are assuming the 
status of the new record labels? I think not. 
 
Channels such as MTV are no longer synonymous with playing music videos, yet 
MTV‟s consumers prefer things at the current status quo because the young 
consumer who is below the age of 30 does not recall MTV ever playing music 
videos. MTV proves that it is not wise for an entertainment institution to age with its 
audience, but it is better to adapt to its audience which is forever young. The outlook 
towards piracy needs to be based on similar values in that the music industry is 
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trying to age its morals with its initial audience when the ideal situation should be to 
shift to the new audience‟s ways of engaging with the music(Panay 2011: p.63).   
 
Panay(2011: p.63) states that there has been plenty of discourse surrounding the 
“new music fan”, who is seen as the 16 year old who refuses to pay for music, the 
teenager who consistently downloads gigabytes of unlawful music, the one who 
spends days trawling the bit torrent (websites who host illegal unlawfully copyrighted 
material) sites, the music thief! The current state of mind is that this type of teenager 
is a menace to society who should be sued for his transgressions and left to be dealt 
with the justice system.  
 
Emerging artists are beginning to think outside of the proverbial “box” by using 
innovative revenue models, artists such as Kristin Hersch, Amanda Palmer and Kat 
Parsons utilised fan-funding websites to bankroll their records, marketing activities 
and tours. This shifts the emerging artists from a perceived antagonist role to a more 
collaborative role with the consumer.  
 
These measures are not to be seen as acts of charity, but are rather to be perceived 
as collaboration, co-development, and co-creation. This movement of collaboration 
coincides with urban consumers turning to Community Supported Agriculture which 
aid local farmers, young music consumers are supporting their favoured musicians 
by supporting their cause in a different way that is outside of buying their albums or 
pirating their music. The perceived decline in the new music consumer‟s relationship 
with music is not declining but is morphing, emerging artists understand the 
intricacies of engaging with their audience and how to turn this engagement with the 
consumer into revenue (Panay 2011: p.63).  
 
Panay (2011: p.63) further states that large advertisers such as Dell, Coca Cola and 
Chevrolet are looking at new artists to license and find music or their commercials. 
The advent of recent licensees of emerging artists without major label affiliation 
includes video game publishers such as Electronic Arts and Activision, toy 
companies like Mattel and Fisher-Price; companies that specialise in music 
broadcasting like Cinema Sounds who broadcast music to 15 000 US movie theatre 
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lobby‟s; airlines such as Virgin and Delta are constantly on the lookout for 
exceptional content for their seatback channels; and movie studio such as Universal 
and Paramount. This indicates a shift in the demand of music and the channels in 
which they are delivered to the consumer. 
 
Given all the noise that‟s made regarding the current state of the music industry we 
often forget that modern music business has been in existence for only 60 years, 
propelled by megastars such as Elvis Presley, Frank Sinatra and the Beatles. What 
needs to be remembered is that in any industry it is rare that any new form of 
innovation and income generation will completely surpass the incumbents.   
The music business is no different where theatre, radio, film, TV and the internet 
happily co-exist and overlap. In the past it has been clear that some technological 
innovations succumb to disruptive technology, a case in point is the VCR and DVD 
machine. The need for advancement in the music industry has brought about with it 
a new type of entrepreneur and innovations which have led to the creation of sub-
industries and more importantly new ways of creating wealth. Currently the music 
business is a position where there is a demand for reinvention of tried and tested 
business models (Panay 2011: p.63).  
 
2.10 GOVERNMENT’S ROLE IN LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA 
 
Kgatshe (2007) states that the Independent Communications Authority of South 
Africa (ICASA) in under the strict mandate of the Electronic Communications Act 
(ECA), No. 35 of 2005 top regulate the broadcasting industry in the public‟s interest. 
ICASA aims to promote development and growth of South African music and to give 
a podium for artists to showcase their music and talent.    
 
ICASA presented its Triple Inquiry report in 1995 to Parliament. The report was 
based in the “Protection and Viability of Public Broadcasting, Cross Media Control off 
Broadcasting Services and South African Television and Content and South African 
Music”. The report followed a public inquiry process and the resulting outcome of 
that facet of the inquiry caused the introduction of the South African Music 
Regulations and the South African Television Content Regulations in 1997. The 
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recommendations of the report were the introduction of a 20% South African music 
quota across three tiers of broadcasting. The White Paper born of Broadcasting 
Policy in 1998 required that ICASA safeguard that South African broadcasters 
establish a predominantly South African content in all genres within the ten years 
which was the target period. 
 
ICASA is guided by the ECA Section 61(2) (c) of the ECA when enforcing the South 
African Music content regulations, the act provides that a musical work broadcast by 
a broadcasting service licensee can be officially qualify as South African if the 
musical work meets at least two of the following criteria, namely: 
 
 if the lyrics (if any ) were written by a South African citizen; 
 if the music was written by a South African citizen; 
 if the music or lyrics was or were principally performed by musicians who are 
South African citizens; 
 if the musical work consists of a live performance which is recorded wholly in 
the Republic; performed wholly in the Republic and broadcast live in the 
Republic.  
 
In 1997, the first set of Regulations and Policy on South African content came into 
effect. It was recommended within these regulations that ICASA review the 
regulations within a period of three years after its publication. The review was 
completed with the purpose of measuring the effectiveness of the quota, increasing 
the levels, and improving the basis for analysing the quota. At the time the 
Regulations the bearer of any category of sound broadcasting license which 
allocated 15% or more of its broadcasting time during the performance period to 
guarantee that at least 20% of the music broadcast were South African. The South 
African Music Content Regulations apply to 11 commercial radio stations, 98 
community radio stations and 18 public radio stations.  
 
As was indicated that the regulations would be reviewed after three years, ICASA 
commenced with the review of the South African Content Regulations in July of 
2000. Oral hearings took place between the 7 May 2000 to the 18 May 2001 and a 
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discussion paper published in December of 2000. ICASA then published a Position 
Paper and regulations titled “South African content on television and radio” in 2002 
February 15. There was an effective increase for public radio station to raise the 
quota from 20% to 40% with effect from the 22 August 2003, this prescribed 
requirement is a sub minimum with regard to compliance. The results of monitoring 
of South African broadcasters showed that a number of radio stations played up to 
70% and more South African music which was applauded and appreciated.  
 
The South African Music Content Regulations go even further and assert that every 
holder of a subscription sound broadcasting license who fall under the umbrella of 
the regulations must certify that a minimum of 10% of their bouquets include 
channels who air South African music content.  
 
Only in the case where good cause has been shown may ICASA lower the quota 
and this is in terms of clause 3.6 of the regulations. Good cause of lowering the 
quota includes a lack of supply of a particular format is seen as a reasonable factor. 
Lotus FM was afforded the opportunity to lower the quota due to the shortage of 
South African Indian music. Lotus FM aided ICASA by presenting a plan for 
broadcasting more Indian music by suggesting future mechanisms to harness new 
South African talent.  
 
2.10.1 Drafting the legislation 
 
Justice.gov.za (1996) indicates that that the submission of a Bill to Parliament is 
commonly known as introduction of a Bill. Law stipulates that a Member of 
Parliament may introduce any Bill in the National Assembly, this excludes Bills which 
fit the criteria to be introduced to the National Council of Provinces. The only 
members of the National Assembly who have the right to introduce a Bill are cabinet 
members (Ministers), Deputy Minister, a Committee or an individual member of the 
National Assembly has the privilege of introducing a Bill in the Assembly, thus only a 
committee or an sole member of the National Council of Provinces may introduce a 
Bill in the Council of Provinces.  
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Before a Constitution Amendment Bill is introduced into parliament at least 30 days 
must pass, it has to be published in the Gazette in order for public comment to occur 
and then submitted to Provincial legislatures for their standpoint.   Moreover, a 
Constitution Amendment Bill should be submitted to the National Council of 
Provinces for further public debate, that is if the Bill is not a Bill which is required to 
be passed by the National Council of Provinces. Together with the Bill, public 
comments and Provincial legislatures must be tabled. Once notice has been given in 
the Gazette, all other Bills can be introduced in Parliament, the notice should be 
accompanied by an expounding summary of the Bill. Should the Bill be already 
published in the Gazette, the notice must include an invitation to parties who are 
interested to submit written representations on the Bill for the attention of the 
Secretary of Parliament.  
 
The Constitution differentiates between four categories of Bills, namely:  
 
 Section 74 Bills  – Bills amending the Constitution; 
 Section 75 Bills  – ordinary Bills not affecting the provinces;  
 Section 76 Bills  – ordinary Bills affecting the provinces; and  
 Section 77 Bills – money Bills (that is Bills that deal with appropriations, taxes, 
levies or duties).  
 
The South African Constitution also stipulates the Parliamentary procedures through 
which each of the classifications of Bills should go before they will be passed by 
Parliament and become law (an Act of Parliament).  
 
The first step, once a Bill has been introduced is for the Bill at hand to be referred to 
the Joint Tagging Mechanism to be classified into one of the above categories. If a 
Bill is not definable into a definite category, or if it has the possibility of fitting into two 
of the afore mentioned categories it is usually redrafted or fragmented into more than 
one Bill.  
 
In the Parliamentary process the second step is for the Bill to be referred to the 
appropriate Portfolio Committee for deliberation. Should there be public interest in a 
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proposed Bill, it is the responsibility of the Portfolio Committee to organise public 
hearings to permit interested parties to submit written comments and on occasion 
make oral representations on the provision of the Bill.  
 
Relevant members of the Portfolio Committee are tasked with debating and 
considering the Bill in order to establish whether all parties involved are satisfied with 
the provisions of the Bill. Should the Portfolio Committee find that they are not 
satisfied with the provisions in the Bill, the Bill shall be amended to mirror the version 
that the Portfolio Committee favours. As the Portfolio Committee wraps up its work 
they must submit the Bill accompanied by a report to the National Assembly for 
debate (second hearing) and a vote. Should the National Assembly pass the Bill it is 
then referred to the National Council of Provinces for consideration.  
 
2.10.2 Implementing legislation  
 
A justice.gov.za (1996) state, that a Bill is referred to the President after it has gone 
through the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces. The President 
is constitutionally required to assent to and sign a Bill. Although, if the President has 
uncertainties about the constitutionality of a Bill, he may refer it back to the National 
Assembly for reassessment.  
 
In the event that the Bill will affect the provinces, the National Council of Provinces 
has to take part in the reconsideration of the proposed Bill. Once a Bill has been 
reconsidered and adjusts to the President‟s reservations, the President must assent 
and sign the Bill. Although, if a reconsidered Bill does not meet the Presidents 
reservations, the President must either assent to and sign the Bill or subsequently 
refer it to the Constitutional Court for a decision on its constitutionality. Once the 
Constitutional Court decides that the Bill is constitutional, the President is obliged to 
sign it. 
 
Once the President has assented and signed the Bill, only then does it become an 
Act of Parliament and must dully be published shortly afterwards in the Gazette. 
Once the Act has been published in the Gazette it officially comes into effect. At 
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times an Act may require certain directives to be taken by the Department before it 
can be fully implemented, for instance subordinate legislation might have to be 
promulgated and prepared to further regulate aspects in terms of an Act. In the 
instance that an Act contains such a provision that stipulates that the Act comes into 
fruition on a certain date that is determined by the President by proclamation in the 
Gazette and the Act comes into effect on the date that has been determined in the 
proclamation.  
 
2.10.3 Amending legislation 
 
Justice.gov.za (1996) states that a Constitution Amendment Bill that has the purpose 
of changing the basic values of the Constitution will require a supporting vote of at 
least 75% of the National Assembly members and at least six provinces in the 
National Council of Provinces in order to be successfully passed. Should the 
situation arise that a Constitution Amendment Bill affects the National Council of 
Provinces, or alters the boundaries, powers, functions or institutions of a province; or 
amends a provision that deals specifically with a provincial matter, such a Bill needs 
a supporting vote of at least two thirds of the members of the Assembly and of at 
least six provinces in order to be passed; any other proposed amendment of the 
Constitution only needs a supporting vote of at least two-thirds of the members of the 
National Assembly in order to be passed. In the event that a Constitution 
Amendment Bill affects specific provinces, the National Council of Provinces are 
prohibited from passing the Bill unless it‟s been approved by the appropriate 
Provincial legislature.  
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2.11 THE SUCCESFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA 
 
Richardson & Wilkie (2012: p.2) consider the obligation of a „simple‟ quota in this 
regard as one that simply specifies an upper limit on the segment of airtime that 
should be devoted to international acts and derive its steady state effects on entry 
decisions and more importantly, welfare. It is illustrated that quota provoke a 
modification in the pattern of band entry into “international” genres. In the proposition 
of this model we can illustrate that a mild quota seeks to improve welfare for a simple 
reason: mild quota are able to elevate the profitability of successful domestic acts 
and this in turn encourages entry by new domestic acts, the increased diversity is 
what appeals to consumers.  
 
Realistically other countries have opted to refine their quota instruments to cure what 
is considered to be a possible hitch with the simple quota: a simple quota can be 
fulfilled by intensifying the airplay exclusively for established domestic acts and 
subsequently gives off the impression that it serves little or no use for new or 
untested domestic talent. An example would be in France where the country 
demands that a specific fraction of the local content quota must be adhered to by 
playing „recent‟ recordings.  Record companies are not incentivised to seek new 
unsigned talent, although with the addition of the unsigned talent component this 
decreases the total time spent by consumers listening to their radio which results in a 
welfare loss (Richardson & Wilkie 2012: p.2).  
 
Perona (2010: p.2) argues that in the sphere of music a rule of thumb is that any 
song which manages to make its way onto radio playlists generates enough sales to 
recoup its production costs even in small market. Local content quota create a 
demand for domestic songs and in turn allow more domestic songs to become 
profitable. With the advent of higher profitability it in turn fosters entry in the form of 
production of more domestic content and increases the diversity associated with the 
market.  
 
While Perona‟s (2010: p.2) argument holds some weight we need to delve into the 
limits of the analogy between material goods and immaterial goods. With an inelastic 
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demand, a local content quota for a material good will involve a one-to-one 
substitution between domestic and foreign goods once the quota has been fulfilled. 
In the case of a song the broadcaster is facing a trade-off between purchasing new 
domestic songs and broadcast the songs that the broadcaster had been playing 
more off. The quota falls victim to a double edged sword in that the quota 
mechanically increases the share of domestic content but also serves to decrease 
the number of domestic songs broadcast.  
 
In the case of France, a 60% quota of French-speaking music was regulated in 
1996, with the addition that at least 20% of songs played must be new content. The 
law was subsequently amended in 2000 in order to accommodate a mix between 
new and old songs, yet the core constraint remains at 60%. Looking at how diversity 
can be measured, Ranaivoson (2007, cited in Perona, 2010, p. 2) found that the 
share of French-speaking music increased between 1997 and 2005, although this 
shows that the amount of French-speaking titles has decreased, the rotation rate 
(the mean on the number of diffusions of a given song over a week) exponentially 
increased from 3.3 in 1997 to 6.6 times in 2005. The aforementioned increase is 
larger than French songs gain in broadcasting share, which means that the amount 
of French titles must have decreased. Ranaivoson observes that the actual increase 
in rotation may be even higher because the panel of radios compromises of public 
service and generalist‟s radio for which music does not form the core of their 
programming.   
 
Furthermore the use of mean rotation rate has the potential to not accurately 
summarize the actual distribution of rotations since broadcasting appears extremely 
skewed; 2.4% of the titles represent 74,6% and the top 40 titles represent a share of 
44%, and teenage audience was represented by more than 60%. These figures 
illustrate that after the broadcasting quota was introduced radio stations responded 
by increasing the rotation rate of French-Speaking music to the point at which they 
excluded the more popular songs that they used to broadcast. This occurred at a 
time when the French music scene was relatively active, and this was in a period 
which didn‟t lack broadcastable songs.  The resulting reduction of the amount of 
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titles broadcast is in contrast to one of the primary motivations of the quota, which 
was to ultimately foster diversity (Perona 2010: p.2).  
 
2.11.1 Nigeria 
 
Nigeria‟s local content broadcast quota is currently at 80% local music. Music in 
Nigeria is considered a keystone of rituals and traditional life (Crtc.gc.ca (2012).  
The National Broadcasting Commission is responsible for punishing licensee 
infractions. The broadcast regulations in Nigeria do not allow the rebroadcast or 
excerpting of foreign programs except if the station has an affiliate connection with a 
foreign broadcaster. Generally the regulation is complied with, with the exception of 
some cable providers who transmit foreign programs illegally (Executive Office of the 
President of The United States of America 2012: p.281).  
 
The International Music Council (2003: p.4) states that the influence of Western 
music is experienced through the adoption of Western elements into traditional 
Nigerian music or through the process of blatantly imitating and reproducing Western 
popular styles. Through satellite television there is direct access to Western popular 
music, whereas traditional music was in inherently based forms exhibited in live 
performances on locally constructed instruments, currently the majority of musicians 
seek to earn a living and to attract audiences through the sale of their recordings and 
in certain cases through direct broadcasts.   
 
Industries such as the music industry which possess a lot of cultural influence 
through mediums such as the employment of mass media and/or new technologies, 
although this influence is limited as rural dwellers mostly prefer traditional local 
music. Local music has increased in popularity especially for the ritual events. The 
strong grip on tradition that exists in rural areas is in sharp contrast with what is 
occurring in urban areas as traditions are weakening in urban areas where the 
preference of hybrid and western forms is strongest.  
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Global music peaks the interests of mainly young adults, who prefer it to the 
domestic content. Its available through various sources such as TV, satellite, video 
rental stores, the internet and pirated recordings which are the affordable choice.  
 
The Nigerian music industry is such that it used to be dominated by five major record 
labels who possessed a 90% market share. By the mid 1990‟s piracy had grown to 
such levels that 45% of the market in 1995 was from pirated recordings, this resulted 
in all the major record labels closing their Nigerian operations. Further proof that 
piracy was destroying the Nigerian music industry was the demise in record sales 
from 20.2 million in 1993 to 8 million in 1996. The resulting departure by majors 
created a viable market for the small operators; the small operators unfortunately 
lacked in industry knowledge and had a limited concern for copyrights or other 
formalities of contractual agreements.  
 
One could conclude that the subsequent departure of the major record labels meant 
that the Nigerian market would somehow be separated from the international market 
which would lead to an emphasis on Nigerian artists, unfortunately there exists no 
data to soundly back up this claim as no such data exists (The International Music 
Council 2003: p.4).  
 
The Leadership Newspaper NG (2012) reported that the National Broadcasting 
Commission (NBC) on the 8th of August encouraged and lauded radio stations on the 
high levels of compliance in delivering local content on both public broadcast 
channels and cable in the country.    
 
The Director-General, Mr Yomi Bolarinwa stressed that compliance had been very 
successful with regard to local content requirements and that members of the 
Independent Television producers had shown their gratitude for the implementation 
of the local content quota, he says that because the quota assisted people they 
know come seeking local content and are now able to produce such content thus 
increasing job creation and increasing wealth in the industry.  
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Nigeria deregulated its broadcasting industry in 1992 which created the path for 
private sector participation in a government dominated industry. Prior to the 
regulation, there existed 30 radio stations although twenty years late Nigeria has 
about 400 public broadcast stations owned by both government and the private 
sector.  
 
Bolarinwa further noted that 15 years ago Nigeria, which had deregulated its 
broadcasting sector in 1992 did not have any local content on cable and satellite 
channels, thus Nigeria implemented the law that if there are ten cable or satellite 
channels at least two must provide local content. Success stories of such cable 
networks are “African Magic” channel which has been revered all over Africa.  
 
Bolarinwa goes on to say that Nigerian music scene is strong within the Nigerian 
night life and as such you are likely to hear indigenous Nigerian music at any social 
gathering you attend, he attributed this being possible because the NBC insisted on 
the broadcasting quota which in turn captured the hearts of the Nigerian music 
consumer. He said that by making local content quota law an enforcing the 
regulation they have managed to create jobs, created wealth, they have also 
developed an industry and subsidiary industries associated to the broadcasting 
industry (Leadership Newspaper NG 2012).   
 
2.12 UNNSUCCESFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA 
 
According to Ambert (2003: p.6) some countries local content quota have been set 
up in policy and legislation. In South Africa the regulation stipulates a 20% quota for 
broadcasting. Local content once used to be heralded as fostering the local music 
industry. However, institutional lack of capacity results in the measures to enforce 
these requirements to be found wanting.  
 
A fairly wide repertoire is crucial to broadcasters in meeting their advertisers 
programme expectations and to an extent the ability of broadcasters to play local 
music and still maintain their advertisers happy is important in being a profitable 
broadcaster.  
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In the 1980‟s then Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda instilled a 90 % local content 
requirement which never came to fruition because of the limited scale of the local 
repertoire, coupled with a strong fondness of Zambian listeners for Congolese 
Rumba. This resulted in the national broadcaster which is directly under government 
control to bypass thequota. Furthermore the practice of payola, where DJ‟s are paid 
by record labels to air a particular song is said to be rife. This severely skews the 
broadcasting content in favour of those record labels who possess financial muscle 
(Ambert 2003: p.6).  
 
2.12.1 Ukraine 
 
Ukraine national music came under reforms under the guises of local music tradition 
during the Soviet era. These music standards were restructured as a sort of 
“comfortable” folk music and were manipulated to glorify the magnificence of the 
Soviet way of life. A “folklore sound” was officiated, a regime agenda 
accommodating repertoire sanctioned, a training network for „culture workers‟ was 
created. There was a significant difference from the original music of local tradition 
and it subsequently grew. The state media heavily promoted national music styles 
and local music traditions were handled with abandonment. The resulting effect is 
that most of these local traditions are unknown in this day and age. There is a 
hunger to learn about Ukraine national roots yet the majority of people only know the 
creations of Soviet music policy. The national music style is now highly standardises 
and is counterproductive to musical diversity which is in contrast to the variety of 
local music traditions (International Music Council 2006: p.129). 
 
Crtc.gc.ca (2012) reports that in 2011 Ukraine reduced its local content quota from 
50% to 25% due to broadcasters mitigating that they did not have access to enough 
material to adhere to the 50% level even with heavy repetition. Some broadcasters 
even argued that quota should be totally abolished, and when the new quota was 
announced it was exhibited as being a compromise between 0% and 50%.  
The constant discourse between quantity and quality of supply of domestic music 
content is one that continues to be raised. Canada engaged the broadcasting 
industry and developed an all-inclusive approach to the production and creation of 
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quality sound recordings as response to the Canadian broadcasters. Quota are 
deemed of lesser value and efficiency at the point at which insufficient quantity or 
quality of local music to be broadcasted. Comprehensive and well thought out quota, 
especially when supported by programs and measures to support local music 
content production, creation and marketing make for far better outcomes.  
 
2.13 THE IMPACT OF GLOBALISATION ON LOCAL CONTENT QUOTA 
 
The International Music Council (2003: p.7) clearly states that the recording music 
industry has been highly affected by globalisation and that it is led by five giant 
multinational corporations that prescribe the musical consumption of the majority of 
people of the countries that they reach.  
 
The five major recording labels have been formed due to the increased ease of 
communication and revenue movement in a globalised world. It is the recordings that 
fall within the five major labels that carry the international pop music across the 
globe, altering audience tastes and driving musicians to imitate that music style, or 
vary it, and in many cases abandoning local ways of life. Through recordings that are 
either played on a reproduction device of heard through the medium of broadcast, 
that the music of one culture is more often heard in another. The level of availability 
and diversification is at an all-time high, which enables billions of people around the 
globe to appreciate musical diversity.  
 
There is a small number of artists outside of the countries where the major record 
labels are physically situated, this is inclusive of artists in developing countries, the 
majors have availed an opportunity for the artists to be exposed to the international 
market, although without enough legal inaccuracy, these artists expose themselves 
to the risk of being exploited without adequate financial reward.  
 
In developing countries the recording industries can be a significant contributor and 
factor in the economic development in these countries, as an element of international 
and domestic trade, examples such as Jamaica and reggae music come to mind. Up 
until there comes a point where the recording industry in a developing country is 
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financially feasible, that particular country may not show any interests in the majors, 
once it becomes viable it begins to attract the attention of the majors, coupled with 
active marketing of their international repertoire and possible acquisition of local 
companies(International Music Council 2003: p.7).  
 
The International Music Council (2003: p.7) goes on to say that with the advent of 
the internet the traditional way in which to get international exposure by going 
through the major record labels has changed and subsequently the internet affords 
musicians the ability to reach a global audience directly. Musicians who perform 
genres which garner a minority interest are able to create a niche market outside of 
the borders of their own countries and have the possibility to gain viability that was 
not thought possible without assistance from the majors.  
 
A major affliction to the recording industry has been piracy. Piracy remains a global 
phenomenon although some piracy occurs on a micro level with local artists being 
exploited and their music pirated by their domestic consumers. International 
organised crime fighting is involved in the fight to eradicate piracy. Some pirated 
copies are manufactured in one country with the intent to export them for sale in 
another country. Major artists suffer the most as they are the most popular 
international recording artists and thus are the logical victim of piracy as they garner 
the most demand and appreciation from consumers.    
 
Internet piracy occurs in the form of file swapping and is a global phenomenon that 
does not operate in the confinements of any particular border. It invariably does not 
choose as to the damage it inflicts to the bottom line of recording industry 
incumbents and does not discriminate between multinational majors and domestic 
independent record labels. Piracy is in the process of causing a significant 
restructuring of the recording industry, it also having the same effect on the character 
of ownership and intellectual property regulation (International Music Council (2003: 
p.7).  
 
The biggest concerns about the unifying effects of globalisation deride from the 
perceptions of the stylistic impact of global music.  Ladolcetati.com (2006) report that 
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globalisation is a subject that is divided in opinion, there are points of view as to 
whether globalisation is beneficial and as opportunity laden as its set out to be or 
whether it is inherently monoculturalistic and inherently imperialistic.    
 
It is justifiable when critics point out the many instances where globalisation can 
have negative attributes, however in the instance of individuals who are independent 
artists, globalisation brings with it a multitude of challenges where entrepreneurs are 
forced to either learn to deal with the changes and use them to their advantage, 
protest the quota and come up with viable solutions or ignore the subject completely 
and sink to the bottom of the proverbial barrel.  
 
A thorough survey was conducted and it indicated tow things on the subject: firstly, 
the need for people in any profession to be enlightened to the way in which 
globalisation affect their particular field. Secondly, ignoring the issue and digging 
ones head into the sand like an ostrich is tremendously dangerous un less you‟re in 
a highly specialised field with a niche market or skill(Ladolcetati.com 2006).  
 
Ladolcetati.com (2006) further states that globalisation is at the point that what can 
possibly be outsourced will be outsourced. An example of this a Los Angeles based 
radio station 93.1 Jack FM which is a disc jockey free radio station, although it 
seems unlikely that the future won‟t require disc jockeys, it is not a thought to be 
ignored as it signifies the possibility.  
 
Globalisation has however forced people to think outside the box but has also taught 
them to think with the future in mind. Disruptive technology in the music industry is 
abound with examples, such as a time when the common rhetoric was “ Who would 
want to buy music off their computer, let alone listen to it?”, the introduction of the 
iPod followed by iTunes completely changed how the recording industry chose to sell 
its music. The fact that a company whose primary function was selling Mac 
computers has had most of the innovations when it comes to the digital media 
depicts a recording industry that is resting on its laurels (Ladolcetati.com 2006). 
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2.13.1 The internet 
 
The last and highest revenue growth rate in the international music industry worthy 
of mention is 8%, which occurred in the early 1990‟s due to the replacement cycle of 
CDs for LPs and cassettes. With the demise of this replacement cycle, the music 
industry has been in a steady decline and because of that the majors have been left 
scrambling for market share. The unsuccessful merger that was to take place 
between EMI and Time Warner was based on the reasoning that if they were to 
merge they would diversify risk of gaining or losing in a highly volatile market place. 
The merger was supposed to create vertical integration in a crucial e-commerce 
consumer product where music could be exploited through AOL‟s 22 million string 
customer franchise base (Ambert 2003: p.1).  
 
Anand & Cantillon (2004: p.1) state that during the twentieth century the music 
industry underwent numerous consumer and technological revolutions brought about 
by radio, Berliner disk, the Depression, electrical recording, rock and roll, the LP, the 
CD and MTV. With all these disruptive innovation taking place within the music 
industry, five companies known as the “majors” (EMI, BMG, Sony Music, Universal 
and Warner Music) dominated the industry, an industry which had hardly changed 
during the last half of the century.  
In the 1990‟s the internet presented with it the promise of another revolution as it 
offered innovative ways to reach consumer and distribute and promote conventional, 
pre-recorded CDs and other music related products. The internet arrived with new 
formats for music delivery such as “streaming”, “streaming” is the delivery of sound 
in a continuous fashion via the internet as if broadcast on the radio.  
 
Anand & Cantillon (2004: p.1)  further state that “Downloading” gave the consumer 
the ability to access music files throughout the internet and save them on their hard 
drives or any other compatible storage device. “Burning” is the term used to describe 
the process of recording music on a CD directly from the internet. At first these 
technology advances had the potential for changing the landscape of the music 
industry and how it operates, currently the music industry is in the middle of the 
transitional period due to the very same technological advances.  
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Realistically the shifts in culture brought about by the age if the internet are here to 
stay and any intervention by the recording industry that is founded on returning to the 
pre-digital norms is highly unlikely to succeed. Business models and copyright 
enforcement strategies will have to be adjusted to deal with internet era realities of 
use, access and participation (Anand & Cantillon 2004: p.1).  
 
Digital era technologies have given consumers the ability to use digital content 
differently than it was ever used before the digital era, this drastically changed the 
usage patterns in the music arena. Devices such as the iPod facilitate the music 
buying culture based on purchasing singles rather than albums. At the time that 
digital music was wholly adopted the recording industry still focused on selling 
consumers bundled albums, which placed consumers in precarious position as they 
had to purchase an album even though they just wanted a single song. Various 
prominent artists such as Pink Floyd and AC/DC have outright objected to their 
music being unbundled and sold as separate digital downloads (Arewa 2010: p.469).  
 
Arewa (2010: p.472) continues to say that the digital era has given both the 
consumers and the creators a broader range of choices, the recording industry for 
example has disintermediated by the fact that the consumer has the ability to 
exercise choice regarding their CD purchases. Business and digital era innovations 
have bestowed the consumer the greater ability to exercise choice in the 
consumption of cultural content.  
 
In the time of the digital era users have welcomed user friendliness a priority over 
sound quality, which is evident in the attractiveness of MP3 players such as the 
Apple iPod. Such popularity is a result of innovative products on offer by new 
entrants. During the Analog era, users had limited choice with regard to the 
consumption of musical content, this was largely due to music industry bundling. 
Within the same breadth music producers are potentially less dependent on music 
industry distribution to circulate their music, which may still allow certain creators 
greater power.  
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The internet has unveiled alternative ways in which to circulate music with the 
potential to empower both the creator and the user. At this point the traditional 
content owners have neglected to develop business models which reflect an mindful 
of the new paradigm of cultural production, although this may be in the process of 
changing. Business models which seek to harmoniously exist within this new 
paradigm seem to be far off in the immediate horizon. The music industry is slowly 
starting to maximise the opportunities presented by the internet in alternative 
channels of distribution, the music industry is in the process if playing catch up and 
taking advantage of the internet for various purposes such as generating word-of-
mouth hum drum for the musicians in represents(Arewa 2010: p.469).  
 
Arewa (2010: p.469) concludes by saying that the internet allows for creators and 
users alike to have unlimited access to existing content with relative ease. The 
discourse around such issues is not new and in other instances incorporate 
hierarchical and unitary visions of culture which reflect the longstanding debate 
about culture and its appropriate uses.  
 
2.13.2 Music consumption trends 
 
Rudd (2012) argues that we should start at the beginning and investigate the 
numbers using South Africa and its 50 million population as an example: TV reach 
per household was sitting around 72 per cent in 2012 and at that point Generations 
which is the most popular television show in South Africa receives around 6 million 
viewers a week according to TAMS (television audience measurement survey) 
ratings. Radio is considered the giant with a 88.5 per cent of South African adults 
listening to radio every week, spending more than 3.5 hours listening to the radio per 
day, this is according to RAMS (radio audience measurement survey) statistics.  
 
The largest radio station in South Africa is Ukhozi FM which has in excess of 6.6 
million listeners per week. Total circulation of 836 members of the Audited Bureau of 
Circulation (ABC) in South Africa is just over 34.5 million readers. According to ABC 
in South Africa 20 per cent of radio is disseminated via their cell phones, with only a 
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15 per cent smartphone penetration in the country, the likelihood is that this is via the 
use of the FM function available to many cell phones as a standard feature.  
 
Rudd (2012) goes on to say that this is an indication that there exists a co-existence 
of various new and not so new media and the ability that these medium have in 
amplifying one another. Take radio as a popular medium for example, add in the 
reach of cell phone, insert the social nature of digital media in the cauldron and 
typical marketing relationship starts to look like a fairy-tale. 
 
Marketers, agencies and brands ought to go back to the basics by trying to 
understand who their audience is and what best combination of ways in which to 
engage them and what is going to maximise their satisfaction (Rudd 2012).  
 
The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (2013) reports that 
recorded music is aiding in fuelling a number of industries, from radio broadcasters, 
social media platforms, headphone to handset manufacturers, bars and night clubs 
to live concert promoters. Just as a show of the influence which music has on the 
digital world nine out of ten most viewed video clips on YouTube are music videos. It 
is the continuous investment from record companies in artist and repertoire that is 
the life blood of the supply of new music on which the broader economy depends on.  
 
The recording music industry continues on its trajectory towards recovery. Industry 
streams are reacting to the shift in consumer trends by diversifying and digital 
services are extensively growing the global audience for recorded music. The current 
existing services are raising the standards of quality and consumer experience and 
attracting a large number of new users.  
 
New connected devices allow for the consumer to enjoy music in ever increasing 
levels of convenience than ever before.  The recording music industry say its global 
trade value in 2012 to be 0.3 per cent, which are the best results since 1998 and a 
good indication that the improvement in market condition seen in 2011 has been 
unremitting. Eight out the top 20 markets are expected to see growth, these include 
Australia, Brazil, Canada, India, Japan, Mexico, Norway and Sweden. Income 
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streams such as download sales, music videos, subscription services, digital radio, 
performance rights and synchronisation revenues are all seeing significant growth 
(International Federation of the Phonographic Industry 2013).  
 
The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (2013)  goes on to state 
that the digital revenue for 2012 where record companies are concerned are 
estimated to be at US$ 5.6 billion, with an increase of 9 per cent from 2011 and this 
accounted for more than a third of the total industry revenues(34%). The majority of 
income can be attributed to digital channels with an ever increasing number of 
markets including the US, Sweden, Norway and India. 
 
Retailers who operate in the digital realm are in the process of rapid global 
expansion. In the beginning of 2011 the major international services had a presence 
in 23 countries, two years passed and they are now in more than 100 countries. 
Although marred with controversy and touted to be lack lustre in terms of the 
promise of wealth creation globalisation is opening up new markets, markets that 
record companies are now able to reach consumers in realms where there was little 
or no retailing infrastructure. There currently exists more than 500 licensed digital 
music services operating the globe over, with 30 million tracks to consumers.  
 
There are a range of services that are currently operating globally that stem from the 
recording industry, these offer consumers an increasingly sophisticated way to 
experience music. The ever increasing competition has driven a wave of innovations 
in the sector, examples of this include cloud-based services with scan and match 
features; enhanced mobile applications; improved smart radio tools and added social 
features such as Twitter and Facebook integration(International Federation of the 
Phonographic Industry 2013).  
 
The consumption of digital music is now established as mainstream, Ipsos Media CT 
has shown that in their research across nine markets. Two-thirds of internet users 
are aged between 16 – 64 surveyed (62%) were involved in some form of legitimate 
digital music activity in the past six months.  
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Fig 2.1 Global digital revenues (US$ Billions) 
 
 
 
 
Source: International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (2013) 
 
Online download stores continue to see a steady growth in record sales and the 
trend is spreading globally. These stores represent around 70 per cent of the global 
digital revenue. The major technology companies such as Amazon, Apple, Google 
and Microsoft have enlisted the market or have upgraded their services.  
 
Sales‟ stemming from downloads increased by 12 per cent in 2012, to 4.3 billion 
units globally. Digital album sales grew by more than twice the pace of single songs. 
All in all there were 2.3 billion single song downloads globally, this was an increase 
of 8 per cent and 2207 million digital album sold, this is up 17 per cent from 2011, 
this illustrates that consumer demand for album remains strong (International 
Federation of the Phonographic Industry 2013).  
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2.13.3 Piracy 
 
Golegal.co.za (2012) defines piracy as:  
 
“A person who uses or reproduces the work or invention of another without 
authorisation”.   
 
The definition of piracy advocates why people caught in the act of this heinous crime 
deserve to spend a significant amount of time in jail.  The most astonishing fact is 
that in South Africa the very people who perpetrate this crime do so in full view of law 
enforcers and the public. The pirated DVDs and CDs are sold at every intersection, 
car park and taxi rank. The majority of South Africans have been confronted by these 
morally bankrupt individuals who reproduce the work and inventions of others 
without authorisation. Consumers very rarely think about the damage inflicted to the 
South African music industry by purchasing illegal material, the public are 
accessories to the crime of piracy if they purchase these illegal copies of the streets.  
Piracy in South Africa has hit alarming proportions which require some kind of 
intervention on a large scale. The Recording Industry of South Africa (RISA) 
estimates that record companies which support them lose around R500 million 
annually due to piracy, this amount grows year on year(Golegal.co.za 2012).  
 
Golegal.co.za (2012) goes on to say that piracy is not a unique problem to only 
South Africa, it is a global phenomenon, illegal music sales were reported to be an 
estimated US$ 4.5 billion business globally in 2003. In the US alone a study by the 
institute for Policy Innovation placed the amount of US$12.5 billion as the actual 
amount lost to the US economy; this includes the loss of jobs to the tune of 70 000 
jobs and US$2 billion in lost wages to American workers as a result of piracy.  
 
As is the case with most syndicated crimes, the business of piracy is recession 
proof, although the victims on the receiving end are not as fortunate. Piracy is 
causing people to lose their jobs, music recording companies are diminishing in size 
and ultimately shutting their doors. This results in performing artists becoming 
despondent and seeking more secure means of employment. The largest victim is 
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not the most evident victim in the form of the South African artist but it is rather South 
Africa that loses out on growth prospects in this domain because they are hindered 
by pirate activities.  
 
Artists are faced with the uncertainty of whether they will succeed in gaining 
popularity in South Africa, yet they remain heavily impoverished as the amount of 
music retailers are constantly closing down. One could argue that the music 
business is steadily being taken over by piracy and it is in a constant “fight or flight” 
state (Golegal.co.za 2012).  
 
South African music producer Robbie Malinga was recently quoted as saying “we 
work so hard to produce quality but at the end of the day we do not get anything.  
When an artist dies a pauper, fans think the musician was abusing money, while it is 
actually the pirate who is the one who is taking revenue from them"(Golegal.co.za 
(2012).  
 
Golegal.co.za (2012) states that the largest advocate for anti-piracy in South Africa is 
Mzwakhe Mbuli who is affectionately known as the People‟s poet, and he proclaimed 
that Piracy is crippling South Africa. He was quoted as having said “Pirates steal the 
livelihood of artists and composers with sheer impunity. These violators of the 
Copyright Act have no moral conscience, they steal from fallen martyrs without guilt 
via, Miriam Makeba, Lucky Dube, Vuyo Mokoena - to mention a few. Pirates have 
publicly defied and undermined our county‟s constitution. They have not stopped 
there, they have also undermined the National Prosecuting Authority‟‟. 
 
Piracy is one of the primary reasons why emerging artists find it extremely difficult to 
succeed in South Africa as an artist. This results in South Africa being deprived of 
great talents and the threat that piracy poses constantly overwhelms potential 
musicians and the current ones (Golegal.co.za 2012).  
 
Oberholzer-Gee & Strumpf (2007: p.2) report that file sharing is the most common 
online activity, U.S households exchange in excess of 300 million files each month, 
this figure has grown exponentially by over 50 per cent in the past two years 
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(Karagiannis et al. 2004, cited in Oberholzer-Gee & Strumpf, 2007, p. 2). File sharing 
creates an environment of non-rivalry as it original owner retains his or her copy of 
the downloaded file.  
 
The perceived low cost of file sharing and significant network externalities are key 
reasons for the enormous growth in file sharing. Prior to 1999 only a few 
participated, in 2006 there existed about 10 million simultaneous users on major 
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks (BigChampagne 2006, cited in Oberholzer-Gee & 
Strumpf, 2007, p. 2), as the physical distance is largely irrelevant in the file sharing 
realm, virtually incumbents from every country participate in this illegal activity.  
Interests are mounting in trying to decipher the economic effects of file sharing, and 
this is because the music industry was hasty to blame the phenomenon of file 
sharing for the recent decline in record sales. Between the years of 2000 and 2005 
the amount of CDs shipped within the United States decreased by 25% to 705 
million units (RIAA 2006, cited in Oberholzer-Gee & Strumpf, 2007, p. 2). As the 
industry continued to blame file sharing as the biggest perpetrator of piracy, the 
recording industry began to sue scores individuals who individuals who partake in file 
sharing. The recording industry requested that US Supreme Court should rule on the 
legality of the file sharing services, a question which critically centres on the “market 
harm” perpetrated by the new technology. US Congress is in the process of 
considering an array of measures designed to specifically tackle the perceived threat 
of file sharing. 
 
The concerns over P2P are vast, the theoretical effect of file sharing on industry 
profits and record sales is ambiguous (Takeyama 1997; Bakos, Brynjolfsson, and 
Lichtman 1999; Varian 2000, cited in Oberholzer-Gee & Strumpf, 2007, p. 2). 
Participants of file sharing could easily substitute illegal downloads for legal 
purchases, which would lead to a reduction in sales. The substandard sound quality 
of downloads and the lack of features such as the liner notes or cover art perhaps 
limit substitution yet pirates have caught up and  downloads now include all the 
additional material one would receive in the legally purchased music. File sharing 
alternatively allows for users to learn and discover music they would have generally 
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not been exposed to, in the file sharing community is has become common practice 
to browse the files of others and discuss music in the file server chat rooms. 
The discovery of new artists may promote new sales. Proposed mechanisms in the 
theoretical literature are not clear on the effects on sales. File sharing can be used 
as a means to sample music, which should in turn increase or decrease sales 
depending on whether users are satisfied with what they hear (Shapiro and Varian 
1999, cited in Oberholzer-Gee & Strumpf, 2007, p. 2).  
 
The convenience of file sharing has the potential to change the willingness to pay for 
music: it could either decrease it because of the ever present option to download the 
music or increase it through the network effects and the greater ease of sharing 
(Takkeyama 1994, cited in Oberholzer-Gee & Strumpf, 2007, p. 2).  
 
Lastly, it is likely that there is little effect on sales. File sharing ultimately lowers the 
price of music, which attracts low-valuation individuals who would have otherwise not 
have bought albums. In a study, Rob and Waldfogel (2006, cited in Oberholzer-Gee 
& Strumpf, 2007, p. 2) found that University students value albums that they 
purchase in the store at $15.91, in contrast respondents willingness to pay for 
albums they downloaded was only $10.6, a value that is below the average purchase 
price of a CD.  
 
2.14 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
What we can deduce from the discussion above is that international recording 
industry finds itself in a quagmire which requires innovative ways to solve the 
innovative problem which face the industry such as piracy. There have been 
instances where local content quota function as intended yet in other instances they 
do the complete opposite, it is imperative that countries are use a situational 
approach when considering local content quota increases or the implementation of 
them. Furthermore local content quota may not revive an ailing domestic music 
industry but  governments need to look at comprehensive policies that do not simply 
seek to diminish diversity in favour of local content.  
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CHAPTER 3:  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of Chapter two was to provide a literature review of how an increase in 
local content quota would impact domestic broadcasters which was inclusive of 
factors which affect domestic broadcasters brought about by the implementation of 
local content quota.  
 
Chapter three starts with a discussion on the research methodology utilised in the 
study and aims to discuss the specific methodology utilised for this study and to 
provide a clarification on the logic as to why the researcher found this approach to be 
appropriate.  
 
3.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.2.1 Research Theory 
 
Business research is defined as the systematic analysis with the objective to provide 
information that will bring about a solution to complex business problems with a 
managerial focus (Blumberg, Cooper and Schindler 2008: p.4).  
 
Collis and Hussey (2003: p.1) state that research is pivotal to both academic and 
business activities, however there is no agreement in the literature on how research 
should be defined although there seems to be consensus on the following: 
 
 Research is a process of investigation and enquiry, 
 It is methodical and systematic; and furthermore 
 Research enhances knowledge. 
 
Collis and Hussey (2003: p.10) continue to say that there are many differing types of 
research and they can be classified as follows: 
 
 Why the research is being conducted – The Purpose of the research. 
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 The Method administered by which data is to be analysed and collected – The 
Process of the Research. 
 Whether or not the researcher is shifting from the specific to the general or 
vice versa; and  
 Whether the researcher is endeavouring to find a solution to a particular 
problem or make a general contribution to knowledge.  
 
When research is classified concurrently to its purpose, it can either be described as 
descriptive, explanatory, predictive or analytical (Collins & Hussey, 2003: 10). 
 
 Descriptive research – plays the role of describing phenomena as they exist. 
Blumberg et al. (2008: p.10), depicts it as trying to uncover answers to 
question who, what, when, where and often, how. It is utilised to obtain and 
identify information based on the characteristics of a particular issue or 
problem. More often than not data that is collected is quantitative as this 
research delves deeper into a problem than does exploratory research. 
 
 Exploratory research – is advantageous when there exists little or no prior 
studies completed which can be utilised as a source to refer to. It seeks to 
establish patterns, hypotheses or ideas instead of confirming or testing 
hypotheses. Exploratory research rarely yields conclusive answers to 
problems, but rather offers guidance on what future research, if any, should 
be conducted.  
 
 Explanatory research – goes over and above description and seeks to justify 
the reasons for the phenomenon which the descriptive study could only 
observe. In the case of an explanatory study, the researcher uses hypotheses 
or theory to try and account for the forces responsible for certain phenomenon 
to occur (Blumberg et al,2008: p.11). 
 
 Predictive research – surpasses explanatory research by delving further in 
the topic by not only establishing an explanation for the phenomenon, it goes 
further by predicting the probable future outcomes of the same phenomenon 
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occurring elsewhere. The predictions are based on general relationship and 
hypotheses (Collis and Hussey 2003: p.12). 
 
Collins and Hussey (2003: p.13) go on to state that research may be differentiated 
based on the approach that the researcher uses. Thus Research methodology can 
be classified into two major methods which are qualitative and quantitative research.  
 
 Qualitative research (also known as Phenomenological research)– a 
qualitative approach is more subjective in nature and it involves reflecting and 
examining the perceptions with the aim of gaining understanding of human 
and social activities (Collis and Hussey 2003: p.13).   
 
 Quantitative research (also known as Positivistic research) – According to 
Blumberg et al (2008: p.191), a quantitative study relies on quantitative 
information (i.e. figures and numbers). A quantitative approach entails 
analysing and collecting numerical data and then applying statistical tests 
(Collis and Hussey 2003: p.13).  
 
Once the main problem of the study was formulated and having obtained a clear 
understanding of what the different research approaches, the researcher concluded 
that it would be best that a qualitative approach be used for this study.  
 
3.3 THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
According to Collis and Hussey (2003: p.173), a questionnaire is a carefully 
constructed list of questions, that are chosen after substantial testing, with the 
intention of obtaining reliable responses from a select sample.  The aim is to 
establish what a selected group of participants think, feel and do. The questionnaire 
is considered a popular method for data collection.  
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3.3.1 Designing the Questionnaire 
 
With the direct aim of addressing the main problem of the study, the researcher 
designed the questionnaire as a measuring instrument with the aims of gathering 
data to enable him to critically evaluate the impact of local content quota on domestic 
broadcasters.  
 
The questionnaire (See Annexure A) was divided into the following two sections: 
 
 Section 1 – Aimed at obtaining the demographic information of the 
participants.  
 
 Section 2 – Ten subsections detailing the factors which impact of local 
content quota on domestic broadcasters listed from A – J (Also Annexure A): 
 
A. Local Content Quota 
B. Implications for domestic broadcasters 
C. Revenue Streams 
D. Impact on local musicians 
E. Governments Role in Local Content Quota 
F. Success Factors 
G. Globalisation 
H. Piracy  
I. Status Quo 
J. Justification  
 
3.3.2 Designing the questions 
 
Collins and Hussey (2003: 175) state that it is essential to provide precise 
instructions to the respondents as to which boxes have to be ticked, whether more 
than one box may be ticked or whether words or numbers should be circulated in 
order to indicate response.  
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A Likert rating scale as illustrated in Collis and Hussey (2003: 184) was used for the 
section “A” of the questionnaire. The questions took the form of statements and the 
respondents were requested to indicate their level of agreement by checking the 
chosen box with the letter “x” or a cross.  
 
Excluding sub section I and J, all the questions were modelled in a positive context. 
The aim of using questions modelled in a positive context was to curb leading 
statements, such as leading the respondent into a negative context. The researcher 
had the intention of avoiding negative contexts as the topic is sensitive in nature for 
domestic broadcasters as it threatens their livelihood. Although is the respondents 
answer “Disagree”, the researcher aims to mirror that disagreement in the findings.  
According to Collis and Hussey (2003:  p. 185) postulate that questions of a sensitive 
nature ought to be avoided, or if addressed, they should be towards the end of the 
questionnaire; they do however sternly advise against asking negative questions.   
 
3.3.3 Testing the questionnaire 
 
According to Blumberg et al (2008: p.74), a pilot test is to be conducted to indicate 
flaws in design and instrumentation, as well as to provide proxy data for the selection 
of a probability sample. It should, draw subjects from the target population and mimic 
the protocols and procedures that have been designed for the purposes of data 
collection.  
 
The researcher identified one station as the pilot respondent from the target 
population to complete the questionnaire, in order to identify possible weaknesses or 
problems such as uncertainty with regards to interpretation of the survey questions 
within the differing sections of the questionnaire. 
 
Feedback received from the test participant showed that the questions constructed 
for the questionnaire were self-explanatory and clear.   
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3.3.4 Distribution 
 
The researcher used electronic mail to distribute the questionnaire to 136 
respondents. The mailing list of all the respondents was obtained from the 
respondent‟s websites.  The questionnaire was supported by a covering letter 
addressed to the respondents, asking them to complete and return the questionnaire 
to the researcher.  
 
The cover letter attached as (attached as Appendix B) stated the purpose of the 
research and how it was going to benefit the music industry. The utmost care was 
taken in assuring and ensuring that the respondent‟s responses would be treated 
with the utmost confidentiality.  
 
3.4 SAMPLE AND VALIDITY 
 
3.4.1 Sample 
 
According to Blumberg et al. (2008: p.69) a sample forms part of the target 
population, it is carefully selected to represent the population.  
 
Collis and Hussey (2003: p.56) state that a population is any precisely defined set of 
collection items or people which is under review.  
 
It is therefore important to ensure that the selected sample is not in any way biased 
and it fully represents the population from which it was drawn (Collis and Hussey 
2003: p.155).  
 
Purposive sampling is used on a sample of a mixture of 143 commercial and 
community radio stations that rely on advertising revenue in order to make a profit 
and cover operational costs. I will ensure their confidentiality by excluding a field for 
radio station names in the questionnaire that seeks to understand the complexity in 
the issues that seek to be measured with regard to the topic of local music quota. 
Individual interviews with station managers will be conducted with these 
respondents. 
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3.4.2 Validity and reliability 
 
Validity is primarily concerned with the extent at which the research findings are a 
valid representation of what is happening the situation (whether or not it is an 
accurate depiction of what is being studied). According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005: 
p.28), the validity of a measurement instrument is the extent to which the instrument 
measures what it is intended to measure.  
 
Gill and Johnson (2002: p.229) state that there are three types of validity: 
 
i. Internal validity is the extent to which the conclusion regarding cause and 
effect are warranted. 
ii. Population validity is the extent to which conclusions might be generalised 
to other people. 
iii. Ecological validity is the extent to which conclusions might be generalised to 
social contexts either than those in which the data has been collected.  
 
According to Collis and Hussey (2003: p.186), reliability is concerned with the 
ultimate findings of the research. The findings can be seen as reliable if the 
researcher or anyone else repeated the research and obtained identical results.  
 
3.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA 
 
All questionnaires received were printed, numbered and collated. The raw data was 
recorded using Microsoft Excel Spread sheet. The use of the statistical techniques 
contained within the Excel spread sheet helped in statistically concluding data and 
adding up data, and ultimately for decision making.  
 
3.6 RESPONSE RATE 
 
A total of one hundred and forty three questionnaires were distributed to participants. 
The response rate for the survey is shown on Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1  
 
ResponseRate 
 
 
Total Questionnaires 
 
Total Response  
 
Response Rate  
143 84 59% 
Source: Questionnaire Responses 1 - 84 
 
3.7 CONCLUSION 
 
Within this chapter is an extensive review of the research methodology theory used 
in order to establish appropriate methodology for this particular study. It was decided 
that a qualitative research method which is based in the objectives of the research 
should be used.  
 
In this chapter the researcher also introduced the sample of the respondents who 
would participate in the research and expounded on how the research designed in it 
different sections to successfully obtain data aimed at fulfilling the objectives of the 
research.  
 
In the following chapter the data that has been obtained from the surveys will be 
interpreted, analysed and discussed.  
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CHAPTER 4:  RESEACRH ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Chapter three defined the research methodology utilised in this study. The empirical 
study was conducted in order to examine the impact of an increase of the local 
content quota on domestic radio broadcasters. Chapter four consists of the results of 
the empirical study coupled with an analysis and interpretation.  
 
A summary of responses collected from the respondents to the questionnaire is 
presented in a graphical and tabular format and is presented in the same sequence 
as the questions which formed part of the survey. Following each section, the results 
are discussed.  
 
For the purposes of analysis, all questionnaire response were found to be credible 
and reliable. The Chapter comes to a close with a summary of all survey category 
results. The concluding remarks of this chapter serve to shed more light on the 
discussion.   
 
The questionnaire was structured as follows: 
 
Section 1:  Demographic information  
 
Section 2: Impact of an increase of the local content quota on radio broadcasters
  
Factor A - Local content quota 
Factor B – Implications for domestic broadcasters  
Factor C – Revenue Streams  
Factor D – Impact on local musicians  
Factor E – Governments role in local content quota  
Factor F – Success Factors  
Factor G – Globalisation  
Factor H – Piracy  
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Factor I – Should the current status quo regarding quota remain the same  
Factor J – An increase in the current local content quota is justifiable 
 
4.2 ANALYSIS AND INTEPRETATION OF THE DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
 
The results gathered from the questionnaire administered to programme managers 
for the respective radio stations in South Africa will be analysed in this section. An 
analysis of the demographical information will be presented first, followed by the 
responses obtained in the remaining section of the questionnaire. 
 
4.2.1 Type of radio station 
 
The type of radio station respondents compromised of 44 per cent commercial radio 
stations, 56 per cent community radio stations, 89 per cent are regional and 11 per 
cent have a broadcast footprint that is national.  This is typically reflective of the 
South African radio broadcast community with the majority of broadcasters being 
community radio stations with a few national radio stations. This is seen in Figure 
4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Type of radio station of respondents 
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4.2.2 Position in organisation 
 
The questionnaire was administered to either of two positions in each respondent 
radio station; the first being that of Programmes Manager and the second position 
being that of Station Manager, responses from Programme managers equate to 51 
per cent of the respondents and 49 per cent of the responses are from Station 
Managers.  
 
 
Figure 4.2: Position in organisation 
4.2.3 Age groups 
 
The largest percentage of the age groups broadcast to consists of individuals falling 
within the age bracket 30-39, making up 98 per cent of the respondents. The second 
highest age group is the 21-29 age groups, which made up 96 per cent of the 
respondents. The 40-49 age groups followed with 69 per cent of the respondents 
broadcasting to this age group. The Under 21 age group had 62 per cent of the 
respondents directing their broadcasts that particular age group, and the 50-59 age 
group garnered 25 per cent of the respondents which was followed by the 60 years 
and above age group which only received 11 per cent of the respondents.  The age 
groups represent what would be consistent with the market trend of broadcasting to 
age groups who are the primary drivers of the economy and earn a steady income; 
advertisers see the groups between 21 – 49 years as those who have the most 
potential to spend.  
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Figure 4.3: Age group broadcast to 
 
4.2.4 Gender which predominantly tunes in 
 
The radio station respondents indicated which gender predominantly tunes into their 
station, the results indicated 60 per cent of the respondents predominantly broadcast 
to males as that is the largest gender demographic which tune into their station, and 
54 per cent indicated that they predominantly broadcast to female demographic. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Gender that predominantly tunes in 
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4.2.5 Broadcast language 
 
As seen from figure 4.5, the majority of radio stations broadcast in English with 81 
per cent. Afrikaans is the second highest language broadcast to with 39 per cent, it is 
followed by Xhosa with 35 per cent. Respondents indicated that 23 per cent 
broadcast in IsiZulu, a further 19 per cent of the respondents broadcasting in 
SeSotho and a further 16 per cent indicated that they broadcast in Setswana, 
SeSotho Sa Leboa is broadcast by 6 per cent of the respondents.  Radio station 
respondents indicated only 4% broadcast in Pedi and Tsonga, 6 per cent of the 
respondents indicated that they broadcast in either Venda or SiSwati respectively. 
The respondents indicated that only 1 per cent of the radio stations who form part of 
the sample broadcast in IsiNdebele.  
 
 
   Figure 4.5: Broadcast Language  
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4.2.6 LSM Broadcast to: 
 
The largest group of individuals broadcast to is the Living standard measure (LSM) 
that is between 6 – 8 which garnered 98 per cent of all responses, this was followed 
by 70 per cent which broadcast to LSM 3 – 5 and 49 per cent broadcasting to the 
highest LSM being 9 – 10, the lowest demographic broadcast to is LSM 1 – 2 which 
is considered is the poorest demographic. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Living Standard Measure 
 
4.2.7 Genres Broadcast 
 
The genre which most respondents broadcast is popular music with 92 per cent of 
respondents broadcasting this genre of music. Eighty-two per cent of the 
respondents indicated that dance music is one of the genres they broadcast. Dance 
music was followed R&B/ Neo Soul with 75 per cent of the radio station respondents 
indicating that they broadcast this genre. Hip Hop and Gospel music followed with 54 
per cent for Gospel and 55 per cent of respondents broadcasting these genres 
respectively. Kwaito music saw 45 per cent of respondents broadcasting this genre, 
Kwaito is followed by Jazz which saw 39 per cent of respondents indicate that they 
broadcast Jazz. Rock and Roll which is also known as Alternative music received 23 
per cent of the responses followed by “Other” genre which includes genres not 
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mentioned in the list, “Other” received 21 per cent of the responses and the following 
genre was Instrumentals which received 20 per cent of the responses. Traditional 
music and Afrikaans were received the least amount of responses with Traditional 
music receiving 16 per cent and Afrikaans receiving 13 per cent respectively. The 
genres are an indication of the diversity that could possibly be represented by the 
respondents broadcasts as the genres are a critical factor in attracting an audience 
to your radio station based on their personal preferences and your listener 
demographic.  
 
 
   Figure 4.7: Genres broadcast  
 
4.3 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF FACTORS INFLUENCING LOCAL 
CONTENT QUOTA 
 
Local content quotaare afflicted by multiple factors which in turn affect domestic 
broadcasters. It is of the utmost importance for managers to possess this kind of 
information and be highly aware of how these factors ultimately affect the radio 
station as enterprises.  The findings presented can assist radio station programme 
managers and station managers to better understand the complexity of local content 
quota. The factors which affect local content quota a divided into ten factors, each of 
which are analysed in Section 2 of the questionnaire. 
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4.3.1 Factor 1: Local Content Quota 
 
Local content quota includes the merits have been touted as the reason that local 
content quota should be utilised and implemented.  
 
4.3.1.1  Defending cultural and economic activity – Question1.1 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Defend cultural and economic activity 
 
The response rate of radio station illustrated that 54 per cent of the respondents 
agree with the statement. This is an indication that the perception amongst the 
respondents is that local content quota do indeed defend cultural and economic 
activity, although the 54 per cent of those who agree isn‟t completely unanimous as 
32 per cent of the respondents disagree and a further 14 per cent had no opinion on 
whether or not local content quota defend cultural and economic activity.  
 
4.3.1.2  Ensure public has access to local performances – Question1.2 
 
 
Figure 4.9: Ensure public has access to local performances 
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The majority of radio stations agree with this statement. This is encouraging as it is 
aligned with the purpose of local content quota in that they ensure the public has 
access to local performances, however 35 per cent of the respondents disagree with 
the statement and this could indicate that these respondents do not think that local 
content quota are effective in ensuring the public has access to local performances.  
 
4.3.1.3 Promote diversity by creating room for domestic content – Question1.3  
 
 
 Figure 4.10: Promote diversity by creating room for domestic content 
 
Seventy per cent of respondents agree with the statement. This is a positive sign in 
that the respondents feel that by broadcasting local music they are promoting further 
diversity by play listing local content in the myriad of international music which is 
broadcast by domestic broadcasters. As with the analysis of figure 4.10 further 
analysis illustrated the result that 29 per cent, who disagreed with the statement and 
a 1 per cent had no opinion on the matter indicates that those who disagree do not 
believe that local content quota promote diversity and are likely in favour of a free 
system of deciding based on your listener demographic which music best suites their 
taste.  
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4.3.1.4  Improve the domestic recording industry – Question1.4 
 
 
Figure 4.11: Improve the domestic industry  
 
Sixty-three per cent of respondents agreed with the statement. This would bode well 
for domestic musicians as tis indicates that broadcasters believe that play listing 
local music would bolster the local music industry recording standards. Thirty-two per 
cent of respondents indicated that they disagree with the statement.  
 
4.3.2 Factor 2: Implications for domestic broadcasters 
 
This factor consists of how local content quota affect domestic broadcasters 
regarding program diversity, listener retention and how they affect the revenue of 
broadcasters.  
 
4.3.2.1 Harm program diversity – Question2.1 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Harm program diversity  
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The analysis of Figure 4.12 illustrates that the majority of radio station respondents 
disagree that local content quota harm program diversity, this is indicates that radio 
station respondents who disagree with the statement would seem not to have any 
qualms with local content quota on the basis that they harm program. Thirty six per 
cent of the respondents feel that local content quota harm program diversity and 
would likely have an objection to local content quota increments.  
 
4.3.2.2  Affecting listener retention – Question2.2 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Affecting listener retention 
 
Listener retention is a vital element of any successful radio station as high listener 
retention equates to increased revenue for the stations as they would be able to 
retain their listeners regardless of how much local content they are legally obliged to 
play. Seventy per cent of respondents agreeing to the statement bode well for 
musicians who perpetually request the quota increment. However 25 per cent of the 
respondents feel that local content quota will affect their listener retention which 
would mean that they would be highly reluctant to accept quota increment as they 
are concerned that quota will affect their retention which would ultimately affect their 
revenue stemming from advertising.  
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4.3.2.3 Decreasing revenue due to lack of program diversity – Question2.3 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Decreasing revenue due to lack of program diversity  
 
The respondent rate of 68 per cent disagreeing on the statement is consistent with 
70 per cent illustrated in figure 4.13 which illustrated that the respondents disagreed 
that listener retention is not affected by quota, the resulting 68 per cent indicates that 
a majority of respondents do not feel that local content quota will harm their 
businesses bottom line.  
 
4.3.3 Factor 3: Revenue Streams 
 
This factor involves the revenue streams which artists have at their disposal and how 
the revenue streams intersect with broadcasting and which revenue streams 
broadcasting presents to musicians.  
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4.3.3.1  Artists should create alternative revenue streams – Question3.1 
 
 
Figure 4.15: Artists should create alternative revenue streams 
 
Ninety-two per cent of the respondents feel that artists should create alternative 
revenue streams besides those stemming from broadcasting, this speaks directly to 
the artists request that quota be increased, at the point at which artists rely less on 
revenue which stems from broadcasters the less the need will exist for local content 
quota as artists would be able to support in a sustainable manner. 
 
4.3.3.2 Broadcasters are the cornerstone – Question3.2 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Broadcasters are the cornerstone of a 
steady income for musicians” are shown in Figure 4.16. 
 
 
Figure 4.16: Broadcasters are the cornerstone 
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Figure 4.16 indicates that broadcasters are aware that they are the cornerstone of a 
steady income for musicians as they receive revenue from the songs which radio 
stations broadcast, therefore a musician who may not have a record deal and has a 
single on high rotation on radio would be able to receive revenue stemming from his 
sing being play listed in radio stations. Eighty-seven per cent agree with the 
statement which would mean that they are aware how musician‟s livelihood is 
directly linked to whether or not broadcasters play list their song.  
 
4.3.3.3  Broadcasters hinder growth – Question3.3 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Broadcasters hinder the growth of local 
musicians by not adhering to local content quota” are shown in Figure 4.17. 
 
 
   Figure 4.17: Broadcasters hinder growth  
 
The response rate of 87 per cent who agree with the statement is consistent with the 
analysis stemming from Figure 4.16 as broadcasters refuse to play or limit the play 
listing of local musicians products this hinders the growth of these artists as they 
have limited avenues to increase revenue besides those stemming from 
broadcasting which would make it difficult for the artist to improve their craft as they 
cannot reinvest money into their craft if they do not have a sustainable income 
stream. 
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4.3.3.4  Broadcasters are doing enough – Question3.4 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Broadcasters are doing enough to support 
local musicians” are shown in Figure 4.18. 
 
 
   Figure 4.18: Broadcasters are doing enough 
 
Forty-four per cent of respondents disagreed with the statement and thirty-nine per 
cent agreed with the statement. This indicates that the respondents do not outright 
agree with the statement, this is a highly subjective statement as “doing enough” is 
subject to the respondent‟s personal opinion; however 17 per cent had no opinion on 
the matter.   
 
4.3.3.5  Play listing a new musician – Question3.5 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Play listing a new musician ensures future 
success”is shown in Figure 4.19. 
 
Figure 4.19: Play listing a new musician 
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Fifty-four per cent of the respondents disagree with the statement, however forty-four 
per cent agreed with the statement. The split in opinion is warranted given that play 
listing a new musician only allows the musician a platform to market their music yet 
the quality and likeability of the product is what will ensure future success for 
musicians.  
 
4.3.4 Factor 4: Impact on local musicians 
 
This factor investigates the impact of broadcaster compliance and how it affects local 
musicians. 
 
4.3.4.1  Broadcasting equates to exposure – Question4.1   
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Broadcasting of an artist‟s song equates to 
exposure for the artist” is illustrated in Figure 4.20. 
 
 
   Figure 4.20: Broadcasting equates to exposure  
 
The majority of respondents agreed with the statement with 85 per cent of the 
respondents agreeing, 15 per cent of the respondents disagreed. The resulting 
responses are in line with domestic artists who are play listed enjoy the marketing 
benefits of their music on radio to a large audience, this equates to exposure for the 
artist directly to their consumer.  
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4.3.4.2  Broadcasting equates to increased product demand – Question4.2 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Broadcasting of an artist‟s song equates to 
increased product demand” is shown in Figure 4.21. 
 
 
Figure 4.21: Broadcasting equates to increased product demand 
 
Forty-nine per cent of the respondents disagreed with the statement while forty-eight 
per cent agreed with the statement with three per cent indicating that they had no 
opinion on the matter. We can deduce from the results depicted in Figure 4.21 that 
radio stations are not clear as to whether broadcasting an artist‟s song equates to 
increased product demand, in as much as the artist might be play listed the split in 
opinion revolves around the likeability and quality of the product broadcasted and 
whether or not it riles consumers to purchase the artists product and that is primarily 
based on likeability and utils that the product presents the consumer.  
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4.3.4.3  Broadcasting of a song increases artist revenue – Question4.3 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Broadcasting of an artist‟s song equates to 
increased revenue for the artist” is shown in Figure 4.22. 
 
 
Figure 4.22: Broadcasting of a song increases artist revenue 
 
Seventy-eight per cent of the respondents agreed with the statement with eighteen 
per cent disagreeing, four per cent of the respondents had no opinion. A conclusion 
one can draw from the majority of the respondents agreeing to the statement is that 
once an artist‟s song is play listed and receives spins on the radio station the artists 
receives a remuneration from SAMRO for every second that their song was played 
on a radio station, therefore broadcasting anartist‟s song does equate to an increase 
in revenue stemming from SAMRO. 
 
4.3.4.4 Broadcasters play listing local content raises standards – Question4.4 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Broadcasters play listing more local 
content raises product standards in the recording industry” is shown in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.23: Broadcasters play listing local content raises standards 
 
The general perception amongst the respondents is that broadcasting local content 
does indeed raise product standards as 68 per cent of the respondents agreed with 
the statement; with 28 per cent disagreeing and 4 per cent had no opinion. The 
author can deduce that this sentiment may be misguided as the countries with the 
highest recording product standards do not employ local content quota, the 
respondentsexhibiting a majority that agrees with the statement could indicate that 
respondents are gradually buying into the merit for quota that they raise product 
standards.  
 
4.3.4.5  Music creation is a sustainable means of employment – Question4.5 
 
 
Figure 4.24: Music creation is a sustainable means of employment  
 
Seventy per cent of the respondents believe that the statement is correct, with 
twenty-five per cent disagreeing and a further five per cent exhibiting no opinion. 
Music can become a sustainable means of employment if there is a demand for the 
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product that the musician is bringing to the market, should there be no demand then 
music creation is not a sustainable mean of employment, yet if the music creator 
finds a market and exploits that market to its full potential, only then can music 
creation be a sustainable means of employment.  
 
4.3.5 Factor 5: Governments Role in Local Content Quota 
 
The government is primarily the one who makes the final decision where local 
content quota are concerned, this factor deals with governments role pertaining to 
local content quota.  
 
4.3.5.1 The current legislation on local content quota is sufficient – Question5.1 
 
 
Figure 4.25: The current legislation on local content quota is sufficient 
 
Figure 4.25 illustrates a radio community which is divided with regard to the 
statement. Forty-six per cent agree with the statement and fifty-two per cent disagree 
with a measly two per cent of respondents had no opinion.  There was bound to be 
split opinions on legislation as those who agree with legislation are likely to support 
local content quota or find them to be adequate as they are, those who disagree 
would favour a scrap of local content quota as well as support alternatives to local 
content quota.  
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4.3.5.2 Government should scrap local content quota all together – Question5.2 
 
 
Figure 4.26: Government should scrap local content quota all together 
 
Sixty-eight per cent of respondents indicated that they disagree with statement and 
twenty-seven per cent agree that local content quota should be scrapped and five 
per cent had no opinion. The responses indicate that the majority of the respondents 
do not think that local content quota should be scrapped which is a positive response 
for musicians as it exhibits that broadcasters are willing to tolerate quota moreover 
believe that they should not be scrapped.  
 
4.3.5.3  Local content quota should be increased – Question5.3 
 
 
Figure 4.27: Local content quota should be increased 
 
The respondents are divided as to whether the quota should be increased with 50 
per cent of the agreeing with the statement and 39 per cent disagreeing with 11 per 
cent exhibiting no opinion. We can deduce from Figure 4.27 that there is the 
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possibility that some broadcasters may not understand how a quota increase would 
impact their business and how it would affect their programme mix, depending on the 
station profile the quota increments could bode well for some respondents whilst 
some could be affected in a negative way especially those that limit local content on 
their station in pursuit of a diverse and consumer linked programme which focuses 
entirely on the listener needs without considering the greater economic ramifications 
of limiting local content for broadcast.  
 
4.3.5.4  ICASA does a satisfying job – Question5.4 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “ICASA does a satisfying job in monitoring 
local content quota” is shown in Figure 4.28. 
 
 
Figure 4.28: ICASA does a satisfying job 
 
With thirty-eight per cent indicating that they have no opinion on the statement, and 
thirty-six per cent agreeing with the statement followed by twenty-six per cent 
indicating that they disagreed with the statement, we can deduce that broadcasters 
may not be aware of the levels of efficiency which ICASA uses whilst monitoring 
local content quota, further more broadcasters who adhere to local content quota 
would have no knowledge of whether or not action is taken by ICASA to curb those 
who do not abide by the local content quota. Radio stations fill out local content 
quota log sheets which would indicate whether or not they have adhered by the 
quota.  
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4.3.5.5 We abide by the prescribed local content quota of 25% - Question 5.5 
 
 
Figure 4.29: We abide by the prescribed local content quota of 25% 
 
The respondents who agreed with the statement consisted of 92 per cent of the 
respondent and 8 per cent disagreed with the statement. The majority of radio 
station respondents abide by the local content quota of 25 per cent which is a good 
indication of compliance by broadcasters to the current legislation. There would be a 
level of dishonesty where the respondents who indicated that they did not abide by 
the quota as they would continually become a target for ICASA and risk the 
possibility of losing their broadcast license, those respondents who indicated that 
they do not abide are the broadcasters who probably substitute local music for 
interviews and gig guides and exaggerate their local content log sheets and fabricate 
the amount of local content they broadcast. 
 
4.3.6 Factor 6: Success Factors 
 
The premise of local content quota is that they need to function for their intended 
purpose in order to be effective. This factor seeks to obtain a measure of whether 
the respondents find the local content quota as being successful.  
4.3.6.1 Quota are successful in their intended purpose – Question6.1 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “We consider quota to be successful in 
their intended purpose” is shown in Figure 4.30. 
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Figure 4.30: Quota are successful in their intended purpose 
 
Figure 4.30 illustrates 56 per cent of the respondents disagreeing with the statement, 
38 per cent of them agreed and 6 per cent had no opinion. One cannot deduce that 
the opinion amongst broadcasters is clear as to whether quota are successful in their 
intended purpose. From the illustration the author can conclude that perhaps 
broadcasters do not see the benefits of local content quota in the music industry as 
being a catapult for emerging artist‟s careers and ensuring that they have an equal 
opportunity as their international counterparts in the artist‟s native land.  
 
4.3.6.2  Better solutions to music industry woes – Question6.2 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “There are better solutions to address the 
music industry‟s woes besides quota” is illustrated in Figure 4.31. 
 
 
Figure 4.31: Better solutions to music industry woes 
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Quota have been touted as a solution for the current woes which the domestic music 
industry faces and one of the intended uses of quota is to curb the woes which the 
music industry is going through. The respondents agreed by a majority that are 
better solution to address the music industry woes, as globalisation brings about its 
pro‟s and con‟s it must be stated that the internet has afforded musicians with a 
access to a global market and the manner in which you engage with that audience is 
subject to the artists creative manipulation and this allows the music industry to 
utilise tried and tested methods of selling their musicians product. The solution 
presented by the internet and globalisation leave musicians with little or no excuse to 
rely on local content quota. 
 
4.3.6.3  Broadcasters a key factor in implementation – Question6.3 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Broadcasters are a key factor in the 
successful implementation of quota” is illustrated in Figure 4.32. 
 
 
Figure 4.32: Broadcasters a key factor in implementation  
 
The respondents understand that without broadcasters there are no quota, therefore 
the 95 per cent that responded that they agree with the statement are well aware 
how quota are implemented and that broadcasters are the key to local content quota 
being successful.  
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4.3.6.4  A 25 per cent quota is enough to ensure success – Question6.4 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “A 25% quota is enough to ensure that the 
quota are successful” is illustrated in Figure 4.33. 
 
 
Figure 4.33: A 25 per cent quota is enough to ensure success 
 
Fifty-eight per cent of the respondents disagree with the statement, a further thirty-
five per cent agree with the statement and seven per cent had no opinion. Given the 
results from the respondents we can deduce that current quota is not sufficient, a 
case in point is that if the quota were considered successful as they currently stand 
musicians would not be calling for an increase in the quota. We deduce that 
broadcasters realise that 25 per cent is not enough for quota to be successful 
although it is not completely one sided as thirty-five per cent seem to be of the 
opinion that 25 per cent is enough to ensure the success of the quota.  
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4.3.6.5  We substitute local music to meet requirements – Question6.5 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “We substitute local music for interviews 
and gig guides in order to meet the requirements of the quota” is illustrated in Figure 
4.34. 
 
Figure 4.34: We substitute local music to meet requirements 
 
4.3.7 Factor 7: Globalisation 
 
This factor investigates how globalisation affects both musicians and broadcasters 
alike where local content quota are concerned.  
 
4.3.7.1 Globalisation creates infinite revenue streams for musicians – Question7.1 
 
 
 Figure 4.35: Globalisation creates infinite revenue streams for musicians  
 
Eighty-nine per cent of the respondents agree with the statement, with only six per 
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infinite global marketing opportunities for musicians which when capitalised correctly 
can be equated to increased revenue.  
 
4.3.7.2  The internet affects broadcaster’s listenership – Question7.2 
 
 
Figure 4.36: The internet affects broadcaster’s listenership 
 
The statement presents itself as straight forward yet forty-three per cent of 
respondents disagree that internet affects broadcaster‟s listenership, and fifty-one 
per cent indicated that they agree with the statement. The internet can either affect 
broadcast listenership positively or negatively, the former affects listenership by 
presenting consumers with alternatives as opposed to listening to broadcasts and 
the latter bodes well for radio stations as they benefit from the internet and increased 
number of listeners if they have a website which broadcasts their signal to 
consumers. The author deduced that the internet will almost always affect 
broadcaster‟s listenership.  
 
4.3.7.3  Music consumption trends are shifting – Question7.3 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Music consumption trends are shifting 
towards downloads as opposed to broadcasting” is illustrated in Figure 4.37. 
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Figure 4.37: Music consumption trends are shifting 
 
Seventy-seven per cent of the respondents agree with the statement, and nineteen 
per cent disagree with four per cent wielding no opinion. The respondents are aware 
of the global music consumption trends yet in a country such as South Africa where 
a majority of people still consider broadcasters as a formidable form of entertainment 
it might not be the case, the socio economics of South Africa will be the hindrance of 
the consumption trends being on par with developed countries, this will result in a 
gradual and slow transition to the same trends which are currently occurring in 
developed countries.  
 
4.3.7.4 Globalisation affects broadcasters and musicians– Question7.4 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Globalisation affects both musicians and 
broadcasters negatively” is illustrated in Figure 4.38. 
 
 
Figure 4.38: Globalisation affects broadcasters and musicians 
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Globalisation is devout of spearing any organisation or individual from being affected 
by the benefits and disadvantages it presents the world. Sixty-tow per cent of the 
respondents agree with the statement, and thirty per cent disagree with eight per 
cent having no opinion on the matter. Individuals and organisations feel both 
negative and positive spin off from globalisation.  
 
4.3.8 Factor 8: Piracy 
 
This factor investigates how piracy affects musicians and broadcasters, it is a critical 
factor as it is a driving force of artist‟s revenue being compromised and the resulting 
effect is that artists seek to increase their revenue from other sources such as 
broadcasters utilising legislation such as local content quota as a catalyst.  
 
4.3.8.1  Piracy is destroying the livelihood of musicians – Question 32 
 
 
Figure 4.39: Piracy is destroying the livelihood of musicians 
 
It has been extensively documented that piracy is destroying the livelihoods of 
musicians the world over and the ninety per cent response rate of those who agree 
with the statement echoes the sentiments of the global community where piracy is 
concerned.  
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4.3.8.2  Piracy affects broadcaster profits – Question 33 
 
 
Figure 4.40: Piracy affects broadcaster profits 
 
The respondents who agreed represent 49 per cent of the response rate, 48 per cent 
disagreed with the statement and 3 per cent had no opinion. Piracy represents an 
opportunity cost for consumers, as they are able to acquire pirated material at no 
cost leaves them with material which when they have to consume will shift their 
attention to the pirated material as opposed to broadcasters. This presents with it the 
challenge that broadcasters lose listener retention which would have negative 
repercussions for clients who would like to advertise with the broadcasters, as 
broadcasters livelihood is dependent on attracting the most number of listeners in 
order to advertise your clients products to the largest audience and bill them 
according to audience reach and footprint.  
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4.3.8.3  Piracy diminishes broadcaster’s likeability – Question 34 
 
The respondents view on this statement, “Piracy diminishes broadcaster‟s likeability 
due to the alternatives it presents consumers” is illustrated in Figure 4.40. 
 
 
Figure 4.41: Piracy diminishes broadcaster’s likeability 
 
Piracy presents the consumer with countless alternatives to broadcasting and thus 
diminishes broadcaster‟s likeability as the content which broadcasters want to deliver 
to their consumers is readily available at no costs through illegal outlets. The 
respondents are aware of this and sixty-nine per cent of them agree with the 
statement with twenty-nine per cent disagreeing and two per cent having no opinion.  
 
4.3.8.4  Stricter laws are needed to punish piracy – Question 35 
 
 
Figure 4.42: Stricter laws are needed to punish piracy  
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Piracy is tantamount to theft and it is no surprise that all the respondents agreed with 
the statement. Indeed in order to detract would be pirates, it is critical that the South 
African government hand down harsher sentences to convicted piracy proprietors as 
it would bode well to curb the extent at which piracy is ravishing domestic musicians 
potential revenue.  
 
4.3.8.5 Piracy has negative economic ramifications for South Africa – Question 36 
 
 
Figure 4.43: Piracy has negative economic ramifications for South Africa 
 
Ninety per cent of respondents agreed with the statement and 5 per cent disagreed 
with another five per cent wielding no opinion. Piracy robs domestic musicians of 
their hard earned income, at the point at which musicians and those involved in 
music creation are being denied income it can only impact the economy negatively 
as those artists do not have as much disposable income as they would have had 
were piracy to be eradicated. The ramifications of piracy have been documented as 
having vast economic effects which are detrimental to the incumbents of every 
country. 
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4.3.9 Should the current status quo regarding quota remain the same 
 
 
Figure 4.44: Should the current status quo regarding quota remain the same 
 
The current status quo is not adequate and should not remain the same for the 
respondents and as such fifty-eight per cent responded that the current status quo 
should not remain the same and forty-two per cent felt that it should remain the 
same. This illustrates that the radio industry is torn around the issue of changing the 
current status quo, respondents who said yes to the status quo remaining the same 
might prefer to keep the quota as they are as opposed to seeing an increment. 
Those that would like to see a change in the quota either would like it to be reduced 
or scrapped or they would be in favour of increasing the quota as they stand.  
 
4.3.10 An increase in the current local content quota is justifiable 
 
 
Figure 4.45: An increase in the current local content quota is justifiable 
 
The respondents illustrated that fifty-five per cent do not deem an increase in local 
content quota as justifiable and forty-five deemed it justifiable that they be increased. 
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The author deduced that broadcasters do not deem the increase justifiable as they 
believe and it has been documented that there are better solutions to curb the woes 
of the South African music industry besides those presented by local content quota 
and that until South Africa creates an environment where musicians are not 
dependent on local content quota to ensure their survival, this could have negative 
spin offs as it could create a dependency for artists that there needs to be state 
intervention before musicians can investigate alternative mean to address the 
problems that quota want to address and increase their revenue streams besides 
those stemming from broadcasting.  
 
4.4 CONCLUSION 
 
The respondents answered the questionnaires honestly and consistently and were 
answered comprehensively. All of the questions asked by the researcher in the 
questionnaire were linked to the literature in Chapter 2. 
 
The author has analysed and interpreted the research findings to draw final 
conclusions and recommendations in the following chapter. Chapter 5 will have a 
primary focus on concluding remarks and recommendation based on the above 
findings. Limitations and opportunities for further research will also be highlighted.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The results of the research findings were illustrated and presented in the preceding 
chapter (4). The findings were incorporated with the findings of the questionnaire, 
which examined the impact of an increase of the local content quota on radio 
broadcasters.  In this the final chapter, the main findings will be summarised and 
conclusions drawn.  The author aims to provide viable solutions to not only the main 
problems but also tackle the glaring issues surrounding the sub-problem of this 
study. The chapter will also include recommendations poised on the findings of this 
research.  
 
5.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The main problem that this study aimed to address is the impact of an increase of 
the local content quota on radio broadcasters. An extensive and comprehensive 
literature review was conducted and included an analytical overview of local content 
quota and their impact on radio broadcasters. The findings of the research were 
interpreted and analysed in Chapters three and four. Based on this research, the 
author was guided by the literature in formulating the questionnaire and further 
analysing local content quota and their impact on domestic broadcasters. 
 
The literature review was mainly interpretivistic and therefore characterized by a 
concern to understand the phenomenon as it is. This entails the investigation of the 
phenomenon (1) at a level of subjective experience by the participant rather than the 
observer of action and (2) by seeking explanations in the individual consciousness 
and frame of reference of the participant rather than the observer of action. 
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5.3 EMPIRICAL STUDY 
 
An empirical study was conducted using a questionnaire with the specific aims of 
addressing the research problem. The empirical study investigated the factors which 
impact local content quota:  
 
An analysis derived from the main problem permits for the identification of the 
following sub-problems: 
 
Sub-problem 1 
 
Have local content quota worked successfully in other countries and has the impact 
been negative or positive in achieving the intended cultural promotion globally? 
 
Sub-Problem 2 
 
What implications does instilling local content quota have on domestic broadcasters? 
 
Sub-Problem 3 
 
Will globalisation and the internet decrease the intended efficiency of the local 
content quota in promoting the consumption of local music in South Africa? 
 
Sub-Problem 4 
 
Will domestic radio stations lose advertising revenue due to the increase in the local 
content quota imposed on them?  
 
Sub-Problem 5 
 
Will the increase in local content quota alter the face of domestic radio in South 
Africa? 
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The results of the survey questionnaire designate that the sample radio stations did 
not unanimously reach an agreement on the basis of whether or not local content 
quota are successful in their intended purpose, harm program diversity, how they are 
affected by globalisation, decrease advertising revenue and whether an increase is 
justified.  
 
5.3.1 Survey findings 
 
The total response rate for the survey was 59% (i.e. 84 responded out of 143) of 
questionnaires that were distributed. From the demographic analysis in chapter four 
of the study, the general characteristics of the radio station respondents are that: 
 
 Most likely to be a community radio station; 
 Hold either the position of programme manager or station manager; 
 Predominantly broadcast to the age groups 21 – 39 years; 
 Predominantly broadcasts to a male audience; 
 Broadcasts primarily in English; 
 The listener demographic broadcast to are within LSM 3 – 8; 
 Broadcast a mixture of popular music and dance music. 
 
5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The author has the following recommendations regarding the findings: 
 
Recommendation 1 
 
There are very limited instances of local content quota being considered successful 
the world over, the reality is that local content quota are a solution with a lot of 
promise on paper yet quota struggle to deliver on their intended objectives.  
 
Countries need to realise that quota are not the driving force in protecting a countries 
culture and economic activity. Governments need to create an environment where 
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the arts can flourish organically and the industry recording standards aren‟t relying 
on quota as a form of salvation but rather when an environment where the arts and 
culture sector flourish they will create products which are considered worthy of 
broadcasting due to their mass appeal. The ultimate test of any musician is whether 
or not their music sells, this is purely determined by two factors, namely; likeability 
and allure. If an artist fails to exude these qualities in their product there is no 
amount of quota that will aid the artist, local content quota have  been known to have 
an adverse effect on broadcasters due to broadcasters finding themselves in a 
position where they are forced to broadcast music which has no appeal but because 
they are obliged by law they do so, this has an adverse effect on the broadcasters 
bottom line as listeners tune into a radio station because of the utils of satisfaction 
they get from listening to the programme mix that is packaged by that particular 
broadcaster and at the point at which the listener is subjected to music or a 
broadcast which they dislike will drive them to seek better or alternative programing.  
 
Local content quota are seen to protect a countries cultural interests yet the reality is 
the country has to promote an environment where cultural expression is free and not 
limited by any factors that is when a countries unique heritage will be echoed in the 
arts and culture sector, forcing broadcasters to abide by quota has an opposite effect 
as quota do not necessarily promote higher recording standards but is likely to put 
broadcasters in a position where they will sacrifice the quality of broadcasts just to fill 
the quota therefore the broadcasters need to have the freedom to choose their 
programming mix where local artists who create products which have appeal are 
broadcast because on merit, this would set the standards of the industry high as 
incoming musicians would have a clear understanding of what is deemed a worthy 
song for broadcast.  
 
Recommendation 2 
 
Given that broadcasters who were part of the sample had no outright obligations 
regarding quota harming program diversity and affecting their listener retention and 
ultimately affect their bottom line, it would seem that broadcasters do not mind 
making room for local content and in a country like South Africa there simply isn‟t 
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enough local content of a high standard which would allow broadcasters to abide by 
the quota successfully without compromising their unique broadcast signature, a 
quota increment that would see the quota stand at above 50 per cent would have a 
serious effect on the broadcasting landscape. The current legislation should remain 
the same as it has not garnered detractors in broadcasting and given that a majority 
of the radio station abide by the 25 per cent quota it is sufficient, where broadcasters 
see fit to tailor their programming around local content the room to do so is there and 
this will ultimately create niche broadcasters who satisfy the pallets of those who 
seek local content in larger amounts than what is being offered by their counterparts. 
 
Recommendation 3 
 
Artists need to be aware of the infinite revenue streams which are presented by 
globalisation and given the socio economic landscape that South Africa currently 
finds itself in it would be beneficial for the Government to create an environment 
where the general public has access to the internet and are then able to explore and 
exploit the opportunities stemming from the international market that globalisation 
presents.  
 
The artists who insist on quota increments are artists who already have catalogues 
and whose careers span many years in the music industry and whom may be driven 
by their own enrichment from the potential of a quota increment as they would be the 
artists which broadcasters whose catalogues they exploit in the search for local 
content which is of a decent standard.  
 
For emerging artists quota may do more harm than good as the new content which 
has no proven audience would likely be shelved in favour of artists who have a 
proven following, it would be only those emerging artists who have the backing of a 
major record label who would possibly benefit from quotas and the score of 
emerging artists who are signed to independent record labels would have struggled 
to create the networks necessary to entice broadcasters to play list their music.  
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Emerging artists need to create a following on a community broadcaster level initially 
and thus garner the necessary audience before seeking to be play listed by the large 
commercial radio stations, it is a fallacy to still think that the large commercial radio 
stations are the end all and be all of exposure as commercial radio stations far 
outnumber commercial radio stations in South Africa and would pose for increased 
opportunities for play listing of an artist‟s music.  
 
Recommendation 4 
 
Piracy affects all artists globally and is currently the scourge of the international 
recording industry as it robs artists of much needed revenue stemming from the sale 
of their music, South Africa is not devout of the piracy problem and theft in any form 
needs to be severely punished with stricter laws and sentences for those who 
perpetuate piracy.  
 
South African musicians need to be aware of the macro market conditions which 
dictate that South African artists should be focusing in the mobile download space as 
South Africans own more cell phones then they do to computers which means that 
South Africans access their content from their mobile phones, and as trends shift 
from broadcasters to downloads it is pertinent that musicians focus a lot of their 
energy in mobile downloads and using the channels which the internet presents 
them with regard to marketing opportunities. International emerging artists are aware 
that broadcasters may not be the most efficient way to break through the market and 
are relying heavily on the internet to create the scores of fans and consumers of their 
music even before getting radio play, these very same artists create leverage for 
negotiating the terms of engagement with major record labels. The aim of artists 
should be to look at broadcasting as a secondary market which is a spin off from the 
success enjoyed from creating an audience for your products which cannot be 
ignored by broadcasters and major record labels alike.  
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Recommendation 5 
 
The legislation in South Africa regarding local content quota should remain the same 
and instead of focusing on draconian measures such as quota to improve the 
recording industry they should focus on improving the industry in an organic manner. 
Broadcasters whose mandate is to play list more local content quota then the current 
25 per cent quota should freely do so and reap the benefits of the niche markets 
presented by a programme mix which prides itself on supporting local music.  
 
It is extremely important that the South African government create platforms where 
discourse around local content quota can take place, a platform where all industry 
players are present and government needs to commit themselves to improving the 
domestic music industry by fostering a spirit which seeks to improve access to 
revenue creating streams either than those stemming from broadcasting. In the 
context of South Africa where broadcasters appeal is far from depreciating and still 
has a strong hold in the general public, broadcasters need to be mindful of the 
benefits of discovering new talent and exposing it by play listing their music, when 
broadcasters begin to understand that breaking new artists bodes well for them that 
is when the industry will be better off as emerging artists would be sought out or 
given the opportunity to show case their product but this can only happen if the 
recording industry ensures that the music products available have mass appeal and 
attract an audience.  
 
5.3 PROBLEM AREAS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
Although the objectives of this study have been fulfilled, there are a few limitations 
which were encountered during the tenure of the research, therefore it is important to 
mention them: 
 
Out of 143 radio stations only 84 (59% of the total population) submitted their 
questionnaires timeously. The author had anticipated this challenge, yet the 
response rate of59% was considered satisfactory. As there are only 36 commercial 
radio stations, the majority of the sample consists of 48 community radio stations, 
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the analysis and interpretation of factors influencing local content quota  results must 
be viewed with the demographic of the radio stations mainly consisting of community 
radio stations, as the majority of the respondents are community radio station their 
outlook is primarily based on what would be beneficial to the greater community 
where commercial radio station have a duty to focus primarily on profits and the 
bottom line and satisfying their target listenership needs.  
5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER REASEACH 
 
Within the course of the research, certain limitations were encountered and these 
present further researchers the opportunities. The opportunities are as follows: 
 
 An investigation into whether musicians all agree on the consistent 
calls for local content quota to be increased and whether they are 
aware of the implications for them.  
 
 To quantify ICASA‟s ability to monitor local content quota and to 
investigate the limitationsin capacity which face ICASA and how that 
hinders the ability of the South African government to implement local 
content quota.  
 
5.5 CONCLUSION 
 
The study included an analysis on the impact of local content quota on radio 
broadcasters. From the study it can be concluded that the South African radio 
community feels that better solution are needed besides those that stem from local 
content quota, factors which could improve the current situation have been 
highlighted in the study.   
 
Local content quota are complex and compliance is tedious to monitor given the 
capacity it requires. The music industry, government and broadcasters alike need to 
be involved in creating discourse around the issues which plague the South African 
music industry and craft solution which will ensure the wellbeing of all participants of 
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the music industry with the ever changing landscape of the global music industry in 
mind.  
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ANNEXURE A – QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
THE IMPACT OF AN INCREASE INLOCAL CONTENT QUOTA ON SOUTH 
AFRICA DOMESTIC   BROADCASTERS  
 
Dear Programme Manager 
 
You are invited to participate in the above mentioned research project. The survey 
should only take 10 – 15 minutes to complete. To ensure confidentiality of all 
responses, you are not obliged to give your name of your organisations name. Your 
responses to this survey or questions will provide the South African Government, 
music industry and radio industry with valuable information and insight to effectively 
develop and implement a sustainable solution to the ailing South African recording 
industry as well as inform the broadcasting sector of the effect of increased local 
content quota to their business. 
 
You are welcome to contact Chumani Maqina on 076 979 2972 or 
maqinabc@gmail.com should you have any questions in completing this 
questionnaire.  
 
Thank you for taking the time and effort in completing this questionnaire! 
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SECTION ONE: DEMORAPHIC PROFILE 
 
Please answer the following questions as honestly and accurately as possible. 
Please note that this information is important for demographic and statistical 
purposes. 
 
SECTION 1 Please complete all 
question 
 
Mark with “X” 
 
(Mark with more than 
one “x” where it is 
applicable) 
A} Demographic information   
I work in a ______ (what type) radio station Question 1 
Commercial  
Community   
Regional  
National   
My position in the organisation: Question 2 
Programme Manager   
Station Manager   
Managing Director   
Chief Executive Officer   
Music Manager   
Age group broadcast to: Question 3 
Under 21  
21 – 29  
30 - 39  
40 – 49   
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50 – 59   
60 years and above  
Gender that predominantly tunes in: Question 4 
Female  
Male  
Broadcast language: Question 5 
English   
Afrikaans  
Zulu   
Xhosa   
SeSotho   
SeSotho Sa Leboa  
Pedi   
Venda   
Ndebele  
Setswana   
Tsonga   
SiSwati  
LSM (Living Standard Measure) Broadcast to: Question 6 
1 - 2  
3 - 5  
6 - 8  
9 - 10  
Genres Broadcast: Question 7 
R & B/ Neo-Soul  
Hip Hop   
Kwaito  
Pop Music  
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Dance Music  
Jazz  
Gospel Music   
Afrikaans Music  
Traditional Music (Maskandi etc.)  
Rock and Roll/Alternative  
Instrumentals (Classical etc.)  
Other  
 
 
SECTION 2 Please complete all question 
 
Mark with “X” 
A} Local Content Quota Disagree  No 
Opinion  
Agree  Question 
No.  
 
Local content quota are necessary 
because: 
     
They defend cultural and economic activity    1  
Ensure public has access to local music 
performances 
   2  
Promote diversity by creating room for 
domestic content on broadcasters 
   3  
Improve the domestic recording industry    4  
B} Implications for domestic broadcasters Disagree No 
Opinion 
Agree  Question 
No. 
 
Local content quota impact domestic 
broadcasters by:  
 
Harming programme diversity     5  
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Affecting listener retention    6  
Decreasing revenue for broadcasters due to 
lack of programming diversity which affects 
advertisers 
 
   7  
C} Revenue Streams Disagree No 
Opinion 
Agree Question 
No. 
 
Artists should create alternative revenue 
streams besides those stemming from 
broadcasting  
   8  
Broadcasters are the cornerstone of a steady 
income for musicians in South Africa 
   9  
Broadcasters hinder the growth of local 
musicians by not adhering to local content 
quota 
   10  
Broadcasters are doing enough to support 
local musicians 
   11  
Play listing a new musician ensures future 
success  
   12  
D} Impact on local musicians Disagree No 
Opinion 
Agree Question 
No. 
 
Broadcasting of an artist‟s song equates to 
exposure for the artist 
   13  
Broadcasting of an artist‟s song equates to 
increased product demand 
   14  
Broadcasting of an artist‟s song equates to 
increased revenue for the artist 
   15  
Broadcasters play listing more local content 
raises product standards in the recording 
industry 
   16  
Music creation is a sustainable means of 
employment 
   17  
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E} Governments Role in Local Content 
Quota 
Disagree No 
Opinion 
Agree Question 
No. 
 
The current legislation on local content quota 
is sufficient 
   18  
Government should scrap local content quota 
all together 
   19  
Local content quota should be increased    20  
ICASA does a satisfying job in monitoring 
local content quota 
   21  
We abide by the prescribed local content 
quota of 25% 
   22  
F} Success Factors  Disagree No 
Opinion 
Agree Question 
No. 
 
We consider quota to be successful in their 
intended purpose 
   23  
There are better solutions to address the 
music industry‟s woes besides quota 
   24  
Broadcasters are a key factor in the 
successful implementation of quota 
   25  
A 25% quota is enough to ensure that the 
quota are successful 
   26  
We substitute local music for interviews and 
gig guides in order to meet the requirements 
of the quota 
   27  
G} Globalisation  Disagree No 
Opinion 
Agree Question 
No. 
 
Globalisation creates infinite revenue streams 
for musicians 
   28  
The internet affects broadcasters listenership     29  
Music consumption trends are shifting 
towards downloads as opposed to 
   30  
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broadcasting 
Globalisation affect both musicians and 
broadcasters negatively  
   31  
H} Piracy  Disagree No 
Opinion 
Agree Question 
No. 
 
Piracy is destroying the livelihood of 
musicians 
   32  
Piracy affects Broadcasters profits    33  
Piracy diminishes broadcasters likeability due 
to the alternatives it presents consumers 
   34  
Stricter laws are needed to punish piracy     35  
Piracy has negative economic ramifications 
for South Africa 
   36  
I} Should the current status quo regarding 
quota remain the same 
YES NO 37  
     
J} An increase in the current local content 
quota is justifiable 
YES NO 38  
  
 
 
 
Thank you for partaking in this survey! 
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ANNEXURE B – ETHICAL CLEARANCE 
 
 
 
 Ошибка! Закладка не определена. 
